TO: Board Chairmen, Superintendents, and SCSBA Board of Directors
This booklet presents the policy highlights from the 2016-2017 school year. It includes
education-related legislation, case law, state and federal regulations, agency guidance
documents, and other information of interest to districts.
Each summary includes a link to the text discussed. After the summary and the recommended
district action, we have included policy references so that you may check the language in your
existing policies to ensure that it does not conflict with a change in law. Policy references are the
alphabetical codes based on the SCSBA model manual. Model policies, administrative rules, and
exhibits are listed in the table of contents.
The 2017 Policy and Legislative Update is presented to you in a Microsoft Word document and
Adobe Acrobat Reader (PDF) format. The PDF version is a read-only file; however, it will print
camera-ready material if you would like to make hard copies. The Word document is a working
document that you can cut and paste to help you create your district’s policies.
Each local school board should review the information and determine which policies it will
adopt. In all instances, SCSBA does not mandate a particular policy or policy language. This
booklet is not intended as a substitute for legal advice relating to your specific situation.
We enjoy working with you throughout the year and appreciate your support. For additional
information on policy or legislative issues, please contact either of the following staff members.

Dr. Tiffany N. Richardson
General Counsel and
Director of Policy and Legal Services

Debbie Elmore
Director of Governmental Relations
and Communications
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Benefits Mandate
Effective date: April 5, 2017
South Carolina joined 17 other states that have enacted a law to preempt local governments from
enacting their own minimum wage and/or other wage-hour laws aimed at private employers.
Spurred by the national “Fight for $15” campaigns, some cities and counties in other states have
enacted laws to increase the minimum wage paid to employees within their jurisdictions. Some
local laws also mandate that employers provide employees with paid sick leave, regular
schedules or additional hours, and benefits for part-time employees.
The General Assembly moved quickly to enact legislation prohibiting political subdivisions,
defined as cities, counties, school districts, special purpose districts, and public service districts
from establishing, mandating, or otherwise requiring an employee benefit. “Employee benefit” is
broadly defined to include anything of value that an employee may receive from an employer in
addition to wages such as health benefits, disability benefits, death benefits, group accidental
death and dismemberment benefits, paid days off for holidays, paid sick leave, paid vacation
leave, paid personal necessity leave, retirement benefits, and profit-sharing benefits.
The new law does not limit political subdivisions from establishing employee benefits in
employment relationships to which they are a party.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: N/A
Text: The text of this law can be found here.
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Education Accountability System
Effective date: June 10, 2017
After several years of changes to various state and federal education accountability laws, the
General Assembly took on the task of revising the state’s Education Accountability Act. Changes
in recent years to education goals and measuring and reporting student and school progress
precipitated the need for changes to the education accountability system.
In 2014, the General Assembly directed the Education Oversight Committee (EOC) to develop
and recommend a single accountability system that “meets federal and state accountability
requirements by the fall of 2017.” Then in 2015, Congress enacted the Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA), which made significant changes to federal accountability requirements and directed
state superintendents and departments of education to develop plans to meet the new
requirements. Finally, in 2016, the Profile of the South Carolina Graduate was adopted as South
Carolina’s achievement goal for all high school students to become college and career ready.
Changes that were ultimately adopted modify the amount of testing, methods for measuring
student and school progress, and annual reporting.
Testing
The law provides the following mandates:


Beginning with the 2017-2018 school year, standards-based tests in mathematics and
English/language arts will be administered to students in grades three through eight; in
science, to students in grades four, six, and eight; and in social studies, to students in grades
five and seven.



The South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) is responsible for procuring and
administrating the ACT Plus Writing assessment and WorkKeys to 11th grade students for
the 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 school years. Beginning in the 2019-2020 school year, high
schools are required to offer a college entrance assessment and a career-ready assessment to
11th graders.



For 11th grade students with a disability, the option of taking a college entrance exam and/or
career readiness assessment will be based on the student’s Individualized Education Program
(IEP). The student’s IEP team must agree in writing that taking either of these assessments
would not be aligned with the student's program of study in order for a student to opt out of
one or more of the tests. Valid accommodations based on the student’s IEP or 504 plan must
be provided to students choosing to use the college readiness test results. Students must
indicate that choice in compliance with the testing vendor's deadline.



Schools may request paper-based state tests in the event of school closure due to extreme
weather or other disruptions that are not the fault of the district.

Measuring Student and School Progress
Progress will be measured as follows:


The method used to measure annual school growth will be based on a value-added system
that must be approved by the State Board of Education and the EOC.
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Annual overall school performance ratings will be required based on the percentage of
students meeting standards on the state standards-based tests, student growth or student
progress from one school year to the next, graduation rates, and other indicators as
determined by federal guidelines and the EOC, as applicable.



Performance ratings will also be assigned to individual indicators used to measure a school’s
performance, including, but not limited to, academic achievement, student growth or
progress, graduation rate, English language proficiency, and college and career readiness.



Annual school performance ratings must be based on a numerical scale of 0 to 100.



The terminology for school performance ratings will be excellent, good, average, below
average, and unsatisfactory.

Annual Reporting
Annual reporting will be conducted in the following manner:


The EOC, working with the State Board of Education, is directed to establish the format of a
comprehensive, web-based, annual report card to report on the performance of the state and
of individual primary, elementary, middle, and high schools; career centers; and school
districts.



Results of student performance on standards-based tests in grades three through eight and on
end-of-course assessments for high school students must be included in state ratings for each
school beginning in 2017-2018.



Performance ratings will be in a font size larger than 26 and the total number of points the
school achieved on a 0 to 100 scale on the front page of a school report card.



Release of the 2017-2018 school report cards must be no later than November 15, 2018. For
the 2018-2019 school year, report cards must be furnished no later than October 1, 2019, and
no later than September 1, 2020, for the 2019-2020 school year.

Longitudinal Database System
The new accountability law directs the state to develop and maintain a longitudinal data system
that will be used to follow students who graduate or leave public high schools with the objective
of measuring the continuous improvement of public education and college and career readiness
of public school graduates.
The South Carolina Revenue and Fiscal Affairs Office, working with the Office of First Steps to
School Readiness, the SCDE, the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education, the South
Carolina Department of Social Services, the South Carolina Technical College System, the South
Carolina Department of Commerce, the South Carolina Department of Employment and
Workforce, and other state agencies or institutions of higher education are directed to develop
and maintain a universal identification system that includes the following information for
measuring the continuous improvement of the state public education system and the college and
career readiness and success of its graduates:


students graduating from public high schools in the state who attend college without the need
for remediation
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working-aged adults in South Carolina by county who possess a postsecondary degree or
industry credential



high school graduates who are gainfully employed in the state within five and 10 years of
graduating from high school



outcome data regarding student achievement and student growth that will assist colleges of
education in achieving accreditation and in improving the quality of teachers in classrooms

The law requires that all information disseminated will conform to state and federal privacy
laws.
Finally, the EOC is directed to design and pilot competency-based accountability systems in
selected districts. A House committee was set up to study moving to a competency-based system
that is focused on students obtaining mastery of subjects versus seat time. As students master
grade level standards, they can move to the next grade level standards.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: ADA (School District Goals and Objectives)
Text: The text of this law can be found here.
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EEDA Coordinating Council
Effective date: May 10, 2017
The General Assembly moved to reestablish the South Carolina Education and Economic
Development Coordinating Council, which was part of the Education and Economic
Development Act (EEDA) passed in 2005. While the Council was set forth in the Act, the
General Assembly never provided for membership or specific duties.
House bill 3220 establishes and outlines the membership and duties of the Council, which is
charged with reviewing the progress, results, and compliance with the EEDA and making
recommendations for better achieving the Act’s goals of implementing career pathways in public
schools, fostering a better-prepared workforce, and ensuring student success in postsecondary
education.
The Council is to be comprised of more than 40 legislative, education, and business members
that must represent the geographic regions of the state and be representative of the ethnic,
gender, rural, and urban diversity of the state. Members include the State Superintendent of
Education or his/her designee, Executive Director of the South Carolina Department of
Employment and Workforce or his/her designee, Executive Director of the State Board for
Technical and Comprehensive Education or his/her designee, and Secretary of the South
Carolina Department of Commerce or his/her designee.
There is a sunset provision that the Council will expire after five years unless it is reauthorized
by the General Assembly.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: IHAQ (Career/Transition to Work Education)
Text: The text of this law can be found here.
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Fiscal Practices and Budgetary Conditions
Effective date: May 9, 2017
The General Assembly took steps to expand the authority of the state superintendent and the
South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) to intervene in school districts, including the
State Charter School District. The state superintendent is already authorized through the South
Carolina Education Accountability Act to take over the management of a school or district for
low academic performance once other assistance measures fail to yield improvement. Now,
districts experiencing financial issues could be overseen by the superintendent and SCDE staff.
The new law directs the SCDE to work with district superintendents and finance officers to
develop and adopt a statewide program with guidelines for the following:
 identifying fiscal practices and budgetary conditions that, if uncorrected, could compromise
the fiscal integrity of a school district
 advising districts on the corrective actions that should be taken
The program is to have three escalating levels of fiscal and budgetary concerns: fiscal watch,
fiscal caution, and fiscal emergency, with conditions and requirements associated with each.
Fiscal Watch
The state superintendent must declare a district under fiscal watch in the following
circumstances:
 In his/her determination and discretion, that a district declared to be in fiscal watch has not
acted reasonably to eliminate or correct practices or conditions that prompted the declaration
and he/she has determined that a state of fiscal watch is necessary to prevent further decline.
 A district is under any type of ongoing, related investigation by any state or federal law
enforcement agency or any other investigatory agency of the state.
The state superintendent may declare a fiscal watch designation under the following
circumstances:
 An independent, outside auditing firm notifies the SCDE that the district is not operating
under generally accepted accounting principles.
 The district does not maintain a general reserve fund of at least one month of operating
expenditures of the previous two fiscal years.
Once the declaration is made, the school board must submit to the SCDE a financial recovery
plan within 60 days that is to be reviewed by the state superintendent who can approve, reject, or
modify the plan within 30 days after receipt of the plan. The school board is directed to submit
an updated plan annually until the district is released from the declaration. During this time, the
SCDE will provide technical assistance.
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The school board may appeal the fiscal watch declaration to the State Board of Education (SBE)
within 10 days of the declaration. The SBE must hold the appeal hearing within 30 days after the
appeal request is filed; however, the district is to continue working with the SCDE pending
determination of the appeal.
A district under a declaration of fiscal watch must not be released from fiscal watch in the same
fiscal year in which the declaration was made, but may be released the following year if the
department determines that the corrective actions have been or are being successfully
implemented. The state superintendent will notify the board chairman, superintendent, and chief
financial officer of the release of the district from fiscal watch.
Fiscal Caution
The state superintendent must declare the second and intermediate level under the following
circumstances:


SCDE determines after reviewing the district’s annual audit that financial practices outside of
acceptable accounting standards exist.



A district submits an annual audit more than 60 days after the December 1 deadline.



SCDE discovers, after examining the district’s previous two audits, any other fiscal practices
or conditions that could lead to a declaration of fiscal emergency.



SCDE determines the district is not maintaining the mandatory minimum of one month of
general fund operating expenditures in its general reserve fund.



An outside, independent auditing firm declares that a school district's financial records
cannot be audited.



SCDE identifies significant deficiencies, material weaknesses, direct and material legal
noncompliance, or management letter comments which, in the interpretation of the SCDE,
constitute an aggregate effect that significantly impacts the district’s financial condition.



An ongoing investigation is being conducted by any federal or state agency, law enforcement
or otherwise, with regard to the district's finances or those of the school board.

The state superintendent may declare fiscal caution after consulting with the district school
board verbally or in writing that:
 There are conditions observed in the annual audit that could result in a declaration of fiscal
emergency.
 An outside, independent auditing firm reports the existence of any conditions or practices
that could result in a declaration of fiscal emergency.
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Within at least 10 business days of the declaration, the state superintendent is required to provide
written notification to the board chairman, superintendent, and chief financial officer that a
declaration of fiscal caution is pending. The notification must include an explanation of the
circumstances for the pending declaration and any steps the district could take to avoid the
declaration. The notice must also include a request for the district to provide a proposal for
correcting the conditions that led to fiscal caution and for preventing further fiscal difficulties
that could lead to fiscal caution.
Under the fiscal caution designation, the SCDE is to visit and inspect the district; provide
technical assistance; make recommendations for corrections; and may order a performance audit
that must be paid by the district, if requested by the SCDE, within 60 days after the request is
made.
Within 60 days, the district is required to provide written proposals for discontinuing or
correcting the practices and conditions that led to the declaration of fiscal caution.
If the state superintendent finds a district has not made reasonable proposals or taken action to
correct the practices or conditions that led to the declaration, he/she may report to the State
Board of Education that a declaration of fiscal emergency is necessary to prevent further fiscal
decline.
A district under a declaration of fiscal caution must not be released from fiscal caution in the
same fiscal year in which the declaration was made, but it may be released the following fiscal
year if the SCDE determines that the corrective actions have been or are being successfully
implemented. The state superintendent will notify the board chairman, superintendent, and chief
financial officer of the release of the district from fiscal caution.
Fiscal Emergency
The third and most severe level of concern, which could lead to a state takeover of district
finances, is declared when:
 A district under fiscal caution fails to submit an acceptable recovery plan within 120 days or
an updated recovery plan when required.
 The SCDE finds that a district under fiscal caution is not complying with an original or
updated recovery plan and determines that fiscal emergency is necessary to prevent further
decline.
 A district is at risk of defaulting on any type of debt, to include, but not be limited to, tax
anticipation notes, general obligation bonds, or lease-purchase installment agreements.
 A district has previously been under fiscal watch, fiscal caution, or any combination of fiscal
watch and fiscal caution for three fiscal years collectively, regardless of whether these three
years are continuous.
 The state superintendent determines it is necessary to correct the district's fiscal problems and
to prevent further fiscal decline.
Under the fiscal emergency designation, the SCDE is to visit and inspect the district, provide
technical assistance, and make recommendations for corrections.
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The district is required to provide written proposals for discontinuing or correcting the practices
and conditions that led to the declaration.
If the state superintendent finds a district has not made reasonable proposals or taken corrective
actions, he/she can recommend to the State Board of Education that the SCDE take over
financial operations of the district for the fiscal year in which a fiscal emergency is declared as
part of the technical assistance. Upon approval of the recommendation by the State Board of
Education, the SCDE may maintain financial operations until the district is released from a fiscal
emergency declaration.
Other
The provisions in the law also apply to the State Charter School District, and a variation of these
fiscal accountability measures apply to special schools where a state agency operates as a local
education agency, such as the educational programs of the South Carolina Department of
Juvenile Justice, the Wil Lou Gray Opportunity School, and the Governor’s Schools.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: N/A
Text: The text of this law can be found here.
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Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Revisions
Effective date: May 19, 2017
A bill that has been debated for the past several years requiring major changes to the South
Carolina Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) finally made it into law this year. However, the
changes enacted were not as extensive as originally proposed. The original bill would have
created a FOIA Review Office within the Administrative Law Court that would essentially rule
on all FOIA contested requests, responses, and more.
Most of the final changes ultimately enacted into law address the process for requesting
information, the response timelines for responding and fulfilling information requests, and the
collection of reasonable fees.
Records Request
The law mandates the following:


An individual has the right to request and receive a public record by electronic transmission.
However, the law now expressly states that a public body is not required to create an
electronic version of a public record where one does not exist.



Incarcerated individuals are prohibited from submitting FOIA requests.



A public body or an individual requesting public records may request an initial hearing in the
circuit court for a ruling on whether the public records request must be fulfilled. The initial
hearing is to be scheduled within 10 days of all parties being notified of the request. If the
court determines it cannot reach a final decision at that initial hearing, the court may establish
a scheduling order to conclude the action within six months and may extend that timeline
further for good cause.



Public bodies may request a circuit court hearing for relief from unduly burdensome, overly
broad, vague, repetitive, or otherwise improper records requests.



A court may order equitable relief, actual or compensatory damages, or reasonable attorney's
fees and costs to the prevailing party.



Public bodies and officials are protected from being required to pay attorney's fees if the
court conducting the initial hearing determines that records requested are not subject to
disclosure but this decision is subsequently overturned on appeal.



It eliminates a FOIA violation as a crime punishable by jail time and, instead, authorizes the
court to assess a civil fine of $500 under certain circumstances.



Documents distributed to or reviewed by members of a public body during a public meeting
within the preceding six month period is added to the list of records that must be made
available without a written request.
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Response and Fulfillment Timelines
School districts must take note of the following changes in the timelines:


The amount of time a public body must respond as to whether information from a FOIA
request will be provided has decreased from 15 days to 10 business days for records that are
less than two years old and from 15 days to 20 business days for records that are older than
two years.



Public bodies must provide the requested information within 30 calendar days of receiving a
required deposit if the information is less than two years old, or 35 calendar days if the
information is more than two years old.



The production and response/determination timelines may be extended by written mutual
consent and the requesting party may not unreasonably withhold such consent.



A public body's failure to provide its determination in writing within the allotted time
automatically means approval of the request if the information requested is nonexempt;
automatic approval does not apply to information exempt from public disclosure by state or
federal law.

Schedule and Collection Fees
The following fee schedule requirements were included:


Public bodies will develop and post online a schedule of the fees for fulfilling FOIA requests,
including the fees for searching, retrieving, redacting, and copying records. The fees must be
uniform for the same records.



Copying fees will not exceed prevailing commercial rates; however, the law does not define
prevailing commercial rates.



Fulfillment fees charged by the public body will not exceed the actual cost of the search,
retrieval, and redaction of records, and the rate is limited to the prorated hourly salary of the
lowest paid employee who, in the reasonable discretion of the custodian of the records, has
the necessary skill and training to fulfill the request.



Public bodies may require a deposit, not to exceed 25 percent of the anticipated cost for
reproduction of the requested records, before beginning work and require that any balance be
paid at the time of production. In the past, public bodies could charge a “reasonable” deposit
before searching for and making copies of records.

Other Provisions
The General Assembly also mandated the following:


The crime of knowingly obtaining personal information for commercial solicitation is
expanded to include information received from local governments and political subdivisions
in addition to state agencies already covered by the law.
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Local governments and political subdivisions will provide notice of the prohibition against
using the personal information for commercial solicitation and they must take reasonable
steps against improper access, which is not defined.

Local District Action Required: SCSBA recommends revising the freedom of information
policy to include the new requirements. Districts must also develop and post a fee schedule
online. SCSBA has included a flow chart explaining the new timeline changes for easy reference.
Policy References: EHB (Data/Records Retention) and KDB (Public’s Right to Know/Freedom
of Information)
Text: The text of this law can be found here.
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Personalized Diploma Pathways
Effective date: See summary below
Recognizing the need for students to have personalized pathways for earning a diploma, the
General Assembly enacted changes to the high school diploma program. The changes are
recommendations by the South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) through its Diploma
Pathways Project. For the past year, the SCDE has been examining how the state’s high school
diploma requirements can best support the standards in the Profile of the South Carolina
Graduate, which are the state-adopted standards and areas of learning by which graduates should
be measured.
The changes enacted this year will provide a framework for the SCDE to develop different
career-ready and college-ready pathways for students to choose from based on their postsecondary goals. Courses and other requirements will be aligned for each pathway that students
must follow to earn their diploma. Students specializing in a certain area of focus, such as
finance, would be recognized with a seal on their diploma or credential.
Changes include revisions to diploma requirements, the creation of an employability credential
for certain students with special needs, and the addition of the SCDE reporting requirements.
High School Diploma
The law provides for the following:


Students will still earn 24 units of credit to obtain a high school diploma and, when
applicable, students will be offered national industry certifications or credentials.



Diplomas issued to graduates of accredited high schools will be uniform in color, size,
lettering, and marking.



Districts and schools will provide students, beginning with students entering the ninth grade
in the 2018-2019 school year, with personalized pathways for earning the uniform diploma.
Students may earn endorsements based upon their course of study, which may be represented
by seals added to the student's diploma. The State Board of Education (SBE) will promulgate
regulations establishing these pathways and endorsements.

Coursework must be aligned with a student's personalized diploma pathway, and the
individualized graduation planning process must include each student's personalized pathway
based on his/her postsecondary plans. The SBE is directed to promulgate regulations that outline
the process and procedures for approval of courses to personalize pathways based on students'
postsecondary plans and include an annually updated course activity coding manual listing of
approved courses.
Employability Credential
Another change to the law directs the SBE, through the SCDE, to work with the South Carolina
Vocational Rehabilitation Department, the South Carolina Department of Employment and
Workforce, businesses, and stakeholders to develop criteria for a uniform state-recognized
employability credential.
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The employability credential must be aligned to the program of study for students with a
disability whose Individualized Education Program (IEP) team determines, and agrees in writing,
that a diploma pathway would not provide a free appropriate public education.
The SBE and SCDE are directed to develop a rubric and guidelines to identify and assess the
employability skills of such students based on established standards. The credentials must be
uniform in size, shape, and design.
Reporting Requirements
Finally, the SCDE is required to monitor and report the number of diplomas and employability
credentials earned by students to the SBE and the General Assembly biannually by February 15,
beginning in 2020.
Time Effective
This act takes effect with students entering ninth grade beginning with the 2018-2019 school
year.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes at this time.
Policy Reference: IKF (Graduation Requirements)
Text: The text of this law can be found here.
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Retirement System Reform
Effective date: July 1, 2017
Faced with the task of addressing the roughly $20 billion unfunded liability in the state
retirement system, the General Assembly made numerous changes to the pension fund that
include higher costs for employers and employees. There are only three sources of income for
the state retirement plans: employer contributions, employee contributions, and investment
returns.
State agencies, cities, counties, and school districts will pay a two percent increase - or an added
$236 million a year - for all employees beginning July 1, 2017. The employer contribution rate
will continue to increase by one percentage point - or $118 million - each year until 2022, when
the employer’s contribution will reach an added $827 million a year for the pension fund or
18.56 percent.
The General Assembly provided funding in the 2017-2018 state appropriations bill to help cover
most of the employer increase for school districts. According to the South Carolina Public
Employee Benefit Authority (PEBA), which administers the state retirement system, state
funding was allocated to districts to pay for one percent of the two percent increase for
employees covered by the state General Fund and the Education Improvement Act. Deviating
from the normal appropriations process, the General Assembly also allocated funds directly to
PEBA to cover the second one percent increase in employer contributions for all employees in
the retirement system. PEBA will in turn issue a credit invoice to each employer for one percent
of the employer contributions based on its share of the appropriated funds. While school districts
were provided funding to cover most of the two percent employer contribution increase due to
both the direct and indirect appropriations, there is no guarantee funding will continue to be
provided going forward.
For employees, their retirement fund contribution rate will increase to nine percent - up from 8.7
percent - beginning July 1. The new law caps the employee rate at nine percent.
Other system reforms include:


lowering the assumed rate of return on investments from a 7.5 percent annual return to a 7.25
percent annual return through July 1, 2021, when a new rate is to be set by the General
Assembly



gradually lowering the time allowed for paying off the unfunded liabilities from 30 years to
20 years by July 1, 2027



making changes to the governance structures of PEBA and the Retirement System
Investment Commission that were drawn from recommendations of South Carolina’s
Legislative Audit Council and the private firm that conducted the independent audit of the
state’s pension system

Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: N/A
Text: The text of this law can be found here.
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Stadium Bathroom Building Codes
Effective date: May 9, 2017
School districts planning to build or remodel stadiums will get some financial relief thanks to a
new law allowing them to deviate from international building codes that the state adopted in
2016. Before the new law, districts constructing or remodeling stadiums were faced with hefty
construction costs primarily due to the number of additional plumbing fixtures (sinks and toilets)
for male and female restrooms required by the building codes. The required number of fixtures is
based on a stadium’s total seating capacity.
As a result, the General Assembly moved quickly and nearly unanimously (one “no” vote in the
Senate) to pass legislation allowing districts to replace the building code’s plumbing fixtures
requirements with minimum state requirements based on a stadium’s occupancy and use by
gender. The new requirements are expected to save thousands of dollars for districts; for
example, Anderson School District One is estimated to save $300,000 on a new high school
stadium.
The new law also establishes the method for determining the stadium’s occupancy and use by
gender. The new plumbing fixtures requirements apply to middle and high school stadiums as
follows:


one sink per 300 occupancy for male and female restrooms



for male restrooms, the minimum number of toilets are:
- one per 200 for the first 1,500 occupancy
- one per 250 for the next 1,500 occupancy
- one per 500 for the remainder occupancy



for female restrooms, the minimum number of toilets are:
- one per 100 for the first 1,520 occupancy
- one per 150 for the next 1,520 occupancy
- one per 300 for the remainder occupancy

To determine the occupant load of each gender, the total occupant load must be divided in half.
To determine the required number of sinks and toilets, the ratio or ratios for the fixtures must be
applied to the occupant load of each gender in accordance with the breakdown listed above.
Fractional numbers resulting from applying the fixture ratios must be rounded up to the next
whole number.
For calculations involving multiple occupancies, such fractional numbers for each occupancy
must first be summed and then rounded up to the next whole number. However, the total
occupant load is not required to be divided in half where approved statistical data indicates a
distribution other than 50 percent of each gender.
The plumbing fixtures requirements apply to new high school and middle school stadiums and
renovations to existing stadiums that include replacing existing seating or adding new seating;
however, the fixtures requirements apply only to the number of new seats being added.
The requirements do not apply to a stadium renovation project that does not include replacing
existing seating or adding new seating.
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Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes. These
changes should be reflected in the South Carolina Department of Education’s South Carolina
School Facilities Planning and Construction Guide, which governs all construction,
improvement, and renovation of district property.
Policy References: FA (Facilities Development Goals and Priorities) and FB (Facilities
Planning)
Text: The text of this law can be found here.
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Joint Resolutions
Effective date: See items below
Occasionally, the General Assembly adopts education-related joint resolutions that have the
same force of law as an act but are temporary in nature, essentially terminating when their
subject is completed. In recent sessions, the Legislature has passed joint resolutions giving
school districts added fiscal flexibility in lean budget years. What follows is a list and brief
description of education-related joint resolutions passed this year. Because they are temporary,
SCSBA does not recommend policy changes.
Seizure Safety (Effective May 10, 2017)
In response to educators and staff who are impacted by thousands of students who have epilepsy
(nationally, about 326,000 students under the age of 15), the General Assembly established the
Seizure Safety in Schools Study Committee via joint resolution H.3587. The 14-member
committee, composed of legislative appointments, is charged with examining epilepsy issues in
schools and is to submit its report and recommendations to the General Assembly before January
31, 2018. The committee is directed to review the following:


the state of epilepsy awareness among public school teachers, staff, and administrators



basic training in seizure response appropriate for public school teachers, staff, and
administrators



existing laws, regulations, and policies affecting epilepsy and seizure safety in public schools



other areas the committee considers necessary and relevant to its work

Earlier School Start Date (Effective February 28, 2017)
A total solar eclipse will be visible in the state on Monday, August 21 of this year, which is also
the earliest day when districts may start the school year. This once-in-a-lifetime event helped
sway lawmakers into moving the start date to August 17 for the 2017-2018 school year. Despite
restrictions placed in early versions of the bill, S.338 does not place requirements on districts that
opt to start on the earlier date.
Townville Elementary School Waiver (Effective February 28, 2017)
Through joint resolution S.042, the General Assembly moved quickly to forgive days missed by
students at Townville Elementary School in Anderson School District Four following the tragic
shooting on September 28, 2016.
Text: The text of these joint resolutions can be found at www.scstatehouse.gov. Click on
Legislation; Bill, Act or Rat #; and enter the above relevant bill number for the search. The 20172018 session must be selected from the drop-down menu to locate the joint resolutions.
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Local Law Report
Below is an alphabetized list of local laws passed this legislative session. Please check the
legislative website at www.scstatehouse.gov for the most recent status and for more details on
each bill.
(R.40, H.3171)

Charleston County School District, reestablishes the boundary
lines that define the constituent districts and redraws the three
defined geographic areas in which the members of the Cooper
River School District Number 4 Constituent School Board of
Trustees must reside. It also directs that students who were
enrolled in a Charleston County high school prior to the effective
date of this Act may elect to stay at their current high school;
however, transportation will not be provided for those students
who elect to remain.

(R.0006, S.0457)

Fairfield County School District, authorizes the board to receive
and set the amount for a monthly stipend for attendance at duly
constituted meetings, effective April 4. Attendance is required in
order for members to receive the stipend unless the absence was
due to a valid medical reason or other good cause approved by the
board chairman. In addition, members who are directed to travel
outside the county or school district on official board business may
be allowed actual expenses incurred payable from the district
budget; however; members may not be reimbursed for more than
one overnight trip each year and more than one local trip not
requiring an overnight stay every six months.

(R.0024, H.4067)

Florence County School District Three (Lake City), makes a
number of changes to the type of seats, terms, and election of the
nine-member board of trustees, effective April 24. One member
will be elected from each of the five single-member districts. Two
members will be elected from each of the two multimember
districts for the remaining four seats. Elections will be held in an
even-numbered year on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in
November. In order to stagger the terms of the board, the five
members elected at the 2018 general election who receive the
highest number of votes will serve an initial term of four years, and
the member receiving the next highest number of votes will serve
an initial term of two years. At the expiration of these initial terms,
members elected to represent these same districts are elected for
terms of four years. Filing to run for the board will be held
beginning at noon on August 1 to noon on August 15. If a vacancy
occurs more than 180 days prior to the next general election, the
board is authorized to appoint a new member to fill the vacancy
until a new member is elected at the general election to fill the
unexpired term.
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(R.0042, H.3346)

Pickens County School District, increases the number of singlemember, non-partisan seats on the board of trustees from six to
seven beginning with the 2018 general election and places certain
restrictions on the board’s authority to close any school, effective
May 9. In the 2018 general election, trustees will be elected from
single-member Districts 2, 4, 6, and 7. In the 2020 election,
trustees will be elected from single-member Districts 1, 3, and 5.
The decision to close a school must be considered in three separate
board meetings with a minimum of six days between each meeting.
One of the three meetings must include a public hearing, and one
must be held at the school to be closed or in a location within one
mile of the school to be closed. If a decision is made to close a
school, the board must reconsider its action if presented with a
petition that requests a reversal of the board’s vote within 60 days
of the board’s decision. The petition must be signed by at least 15
percent of the registered voters at the last preceding regular board
election. If the board fails to reverse the vote, the adoption or
repeal of the vote must be submitted to the electors not less than 30
days nor more than one year from the date the board takes its final
vote. If no regular election is to be held within such a period, the
board may, in its discretion, hold a special election.

(R.0086, S.562)

Sumter School District, increases the number of seats on the
board of trustees from seven to nine, effective May 15. The two
new at-large members will be appointed by the local legislative
delegation (no timeline and no description of the appointment
process provided). The two appointed members will serve until the
2018 school board election. The at-large board members elected in
2018 will serve for four years when the seats will be redrawn into
single-member districts that will be based on the 2020 census for
the 2022 board election. The member elected in the first election
following reapportionment whose seat received the most votes in
the 2018 election will serve a four-year term, and the other
member will serve a two-year term. Afterwards, all members will
serve four-year terms. If a vacancy occurs less than 180 days
before the next general election, the governor will appoint a new
member to fill the unexpired term. All other vacancies must be
filled by special election.
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(R.0019, S.568)

Williamsburg County School District, adds two at-large seats on
the board of trustees that increases the total number of seats from
seven to nine, effective May 3. The two new at-large members will
be appointed initially by the local legislative delegation (no
timeline and no description of the appointment process provided).
The two appointed members will serve until the 2018 school board
election. Following the 2018 election, the legislative delegation
will determine which seat will serve a four-year term and which
seat will serve a two-year term before the next election in order to
establish staggered terms. Afterwards, all members will serve fouryear terms. If a vacancy occurs less than 180 days before the next
general election, the governor will appoint a new member upon the
recommendation of a majority of the county legislative delegation
to fill the unexpired term. All other vacancies must be filled by
special election.
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Temporary Provisos
Effective date: July 1, 2017
There were several new temporary provisos enacted this year, as well as others that were carried
over from the previous year, amended, or deleted. Because they are temporary, budget provisos
must be revisited each year. What follows is a non-exhaustive list and summary of amended
continuing provisos, new provisos, provisos of note, and deleted provisos by the General
Assembly. A complete listing of the provisos and the full text of each can be found on the State
House website here.
There are no policy implications for the majority of the temporary provisos. However, if school
districts have suspended the driver education course, SCSBA will update the legal reference in
policy IHAN to reflect the current proviso upon request.
Amended Continuing Provisos
1.3 (SDE - EFA Formula/Base Student Cost Inflation Factor)
This proviso sets the base student cost and inflation factor each year under the Education Finance
Act (EFA) and provides for the distribution of funds. It was amended to reflect the base student
cost for the 2017-2018 school year as $2,425 and projects new estimates for the following:


Total pupil count is projected to be 721,401.



Average per pupil funding is projected to be $6,120 state dollars, of which $2,339 comes
from the EFA; $1,294 federal dollars; and $5,726 local money. This is an average total
funding level of $13,140, excluding revenues of local bond issues.

As in the past several years, no changes were made to EFA weightings, and the description used
for the pupils in poverty weighting remained the same as this past year and reads as follows:
“For the current school year, the South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) will continue
to use counts from the prior school year to determine poverty funding for the add-on
weighting. The SCDE will continue to work with school districts to determine students eligible
for the poverty add-on using the data elements to determine USDA community eligibility to be
used in future years.”
1.26 & 1A.14 (SDE - School Districts and Special Schools Flexibility)
This proviso grants school districts the transferability and expenditure of state revenue,
Education Improvement Act (EIA) funding, and lottery funds for operations within certain
guidelines; prohibits districts from transferring specific funds; and suspends specific
requirements and assessments. It was amended to delete the suspension of assessments for grades
one, two, and nine, as funding was provided in the budget.
1.28 (SDE - Budget Reduction)
This proviso requires districts to give priority to preserving classroom teachers and operations
when compensating for any funding reduction and to first apply reductions to administrative and
non-classroom expenses. It was amended to also ensure the same approach to expenditure cuts is
used when there is “an operating deficit publically recognized by the school board of trustees.”
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1.62 (SDE - Reading/Literacy Coaches)
This proviso directs the allocation and use of funds appropriated by the SCDE for
reading/literacy coaches to school districts. It was amended to direct the lesser of up to $62,730
or the actual cost of salary and benefits for a full-time reading/literacy coach be allocated to each
elementary school in which 20 percent or more students scored below “meets expectations”
(previously rated “proficient”) on the reading sub score of the English/language arts test
(previously called the reading and research test). Also, elementary schools in which fewer than
20 percent of students scored below “meets expectations” are eligible to receive the lesser of up
to $31,365 or 50 percent of the actual cost of salary and benefits for a full-time reading/literacy
coach. Previously, the proviso allowed the use of either instead of the lesser of the two.
1.69 (SDE - Teacher Salary Schedule Structure)
This proviso directs the SCDE to convene certain stakeholders to examine and make
recommendations on changes to the minimum state teacher salary and include the salary needs of
each of the districts that are or were in the original Abbeville trial and the current plaintiff school
districts. It was amended to include the Center for Educator Recruitment, Retention, and
Advancement (CERRA) as a stakeholder and to specify that recommendations are due by
October 1, 2017, to the Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and the Chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee. The recommendations should include modifications to the
teacher salary schedule structure and the potential fiscal impact of the modifications.
1A.9 (SDE - EIA: Teacher Supplies)
This proviso sets guidelines for distributing the teacher supply reimbursement of up to $275 each
school year to offset the expenses teachers have incurred for teaching supplies and materials. In
addition to disbursing funds via a check on the first day teachers are required to report to work,
the proviso was further amended to allow funds to be disbursed via direct deposit and via a
prepaid card. All methods must be separate and distinct from payroll checks and must be
provided on the first day teachers are required by contract to report to school. The proviso was
also amended to require districts to annually notify teachers which method they will use to
disburse the funds no later than May 15.
1A.37 (SDE - EIA: Teacher Salaries/SE Average)
This proviso states the projected Southeastern average teacher salary and requires local district
boards of trustees to provide a step increase for all eligible certified teachers. It was amended to
update the Southeastern average to $51,966 and directs the SCDE to continue using the fiscal
year 2016-2017 statewide minimum teacher salary schedule in fiscal year 2017-2018.
1A.63 (SDE - EIA: 4K Early Literacy Competencies Assessments)
This authorizes the use of full-day 4K program carry-forward funds to procure and administer
pre-kindergarten and kindergarten readiness assessments. It was amended to specify that “up to
$2 million of 4K half-day program and assessment carry forward funds be used to administer the
Kindergarten Readiness Assessment (KRA) to each child entering kindergarten in public schools
instead of the Developmental Reading Assessment(®) 2nd Edition Plus.” The amended proviso
also deletes the requirement that the assessment be administered once during the last 45 days of
the school year and for the SCDE to pilot other readiness assessments. It requires the SCDE to
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collect certain data from schools and districts on each student’s prior early learning experience
once they are assessed with the KRA.
New Provisos
1.85 (SDE - Military Child Care Centers)
This proviso authorizes South Carolina First Steps to School Readiness to extend four-year-old
kindergarten provider eligibility to military child care settings regulated by the United States
Department of Defense. State funds appropriated for use in military child care facilities must be
used to expand service to Child Early Reading and Development Education Program (CERDEP)
eligible children residing in school districts approved for participation during the prior fiscal year
and may not be used to supplant any existing federal child care funding.
1.86 (SDE - First Steps 4K Underserved Communities)
This proviso directs South Carolina First Steps to develop a pilot program to expand four-yearold kindergarten enrollment within underserved communities eligible for participation using
CERDEP funds. It provides that newly created and/or newly approved private providers
proposing to expand service to 10 or more CERDEP-eligible children in communities enrolling
less than 80 percent of eligible students in a public, private, or Head Start setting during the prior
fiscal year, may apply for up to $30,000 in one-time supplemental, needs-based incentives
designed to address documented building renovations necessary to bring proposed classrooms
into compliance with licensing regulations, material and staffing costs, and/or other obstacles
currently preventing their participation in the First Steps 4K program. First Steps is directed to
submit a report detailing its process, expenditures, and expanded enrollment to the Chairman of
the House Ways and Means Committee and the Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee by
March 15, 2018.
1A.53 (SDE - EIA: Low Achieving Schools)
This proviso directs the Education Oversight Committee (EOC) to use $500,000 allocated for the
Partnerships for Innovation Program to support up to three low-achieving schools in designing
and planning for the implementation of innovative, research-based strategies focused on
recruiting and retaining highly effective teachers and focused on increasing time-on-task for
teachers through the amount of time with, the quality of instruction provided to, and the
engagement of students. The EOC is to assist the schools in determining the evidence that will be
collected to measure the effectiveness of the initiative and in identifying resources to support the
initiative in collaboration with Transform SC.
1A.80. (SDE - EIA: National Board Certification Incentive)
This proviso combines all former provisos related to the National Board for Professional
Teaching Standards (NBPTS). It directs the payment of a $7,500 salary supplement to classroom
teachers who are certified by the State Board of Education and the NBPTS if they completed the
application process before July 1, 2010, and a $5,000 salary supplement if teachers completed
the application process after July 1, 2010, as long as they maintained their national board
certification. It also sets 2017-2018 as the final year for eligible teachers to submit the initial
application and fee for NBPTS and be eligible to receive the state supplement upon achieving
certification.
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1A.82. (SDE - EIA: Abbeville Equity School Districts Capital Improvement Plan)
This proviso directs funding ($54 million) for the Abbeville Equity School Districts Capital
Improvement Plan. Funds are to be allocated by the SCDE to eligible school districts for the
purpose of funding school facility upgrades. Eligible school districts include any district that is a
plaintiff in the Abbeville lawsuit or districts with a poverty index of 80 percent or higher. It
specifies that school facilities are only those necessary for instructional and related supporting
purposes including, but not limited to, classrooms, libraries, media centers, laboratories,
cafeterias, physical education spaces, related interior and exterior facilities, and the conduit,
wiring, and powering of hardware installations for classroom computers or for area network
systems. Eligible school facility projects include health and safety upgrades, technology
upgrades inside school facilities, upgrades associated with career and technology education
programs, and deferred maintenance needs as described in the district's capital improvement
plan. The SCDE is to develop and maintain an application process for school districts to request
funding for qualified school projects and establish policies, procedures, and priorities for the
making of grants. The SCDE is to prioritize eligible projects with the greatest need and submit a
list of recommended grant awards to the State Board of Education for approval. At the end of the
fiscal year, the SCDE is directed to submit an annual report of its Abbeville Equity School
Districts Capital Improvement Plan activities for the preceding year to the Governor, the
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, the Chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee, the Chairman of the Senate Education Committee, and the Chairman of the House
Education and Public Works Committee.
Continuing Proviso of Note
1.42 (SDE - High School Driver Education)
This continuing proviso suspending the requirement for high schools to provide a driver
education course remains unchanged. High schools may continue to offer driver education
courses if they choose to do so.
Deleted Provisos (proviso numbers are no longer in effect)
1.79 (SDE - Teacher Salaries Increase)
This proviso directed the SCDE to increase the statewide salary schedule by two percent,
required local school district boards of trustees to provide all certified teachers paid on the
teacher salary schedule the two percent increase, specified that districts are to use the prior year’s
district salary schedule as their base, directed school districts to use the additional funds from the
teacher salary supplement to provide one percent of the required two percent increase, and
provided salary increases for all eligible certified teachers entering the 23rd year if the district’s
salary schedule did not go beyond 22 years.
1.80 (SDE - Facilities Tracking System and Assessment Assistance)
This proviso directed the SCDE to issue a request for proposals to contract with one or more
vendors to complete facilities assessments and efficiency studies, provided guidelines as to the
minimum that must be included in the studies, and directed which school districts are to be
assessed and studied first. The assessments and studies are currently being conducted.
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1A.58 (EIA: Technology Professional Development)
This proviso directed that $4,000,000 of professional development funds be designated for
professional development in the use of classroom technology. The proviso required districts to
report by June 15th on the amount of funds expended, the type of activities funded, and the
number of teachers participating in the activity.
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Department of Education Regulations
Effective date: Refer to status table on page 62
During the 2017 legislative session, nine State Board of Education (SBE) regulations were
amended and a new regulation was approved. We have reviewed our model policy manual and
noted those policies that contained legal references to changed regulations. We have also made
content changes in model policies and administrative rules, if needed, based on comparisons of
model language and regulation changes.
The information below includes brief summaries of the regulations and SCSBA
recommendations. A table listing the regulations in numerical order and outlining the status of all
final regulations follows this section on page 62.
If a local policy or administrative rule appears to be in conflict with the regulation as amended,
districts should consider updating either one or both.
For the full text of a regulation, visit the South Carolina Department of Education website at
www.ed.sc.gov. Click on SBE and drop down and open State Board of Education Regulations.
Scroll through the Table of Contents to the regulation and click on the number. The document
will be available to view or to print in its entirety.
Administrative and Professional Personnel Qualifications, Duties, and Workloads
(Regulation 43-205)
This regulation outlines the administrative and professional personnel qualifications, duties, and
workloads for these individuals at the district and school level. Amendments to this regulation
removed references to No Child Left Behind and “highly qualified,” clarified terminology, and
established the requirement for career specialists and school transition coordinators to be
properly certified if providing classroom instruction. After receiving input from school
counselors, any references in the regulation to “guidance counselors” was amended to “school
counselors.”
Local District Action Required: Two SCSBA models were impacted by amendments to this
regulation involving the references to school counselors and a section on career specialists.
These models have been revised for the changes to this regulation and should be considered as a
replacement for existing policies.
Policy References: IHAQ (Career/Transition to Work Education) and JLD (School Counseling)
Advanced Placement (Regulation 43-258.1)
The requirements for Advanced Placement (AP) courses in South Carolina are governed by this
regulation, which has been amended to provide clear definitions of allowable training options for
teachers to add the specialized AP course endorsements. These changes will provide school
districts more flexibility in providing training for teachers.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA has a model administrative rule which has been
revised for the changes to this regulation and should be considered as a replacement for the
existing administrative rule.
Policy Reference: IHCD-R (Advanced College Placement)
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Areas of Certification (Regulation 43-62)
This regulation governs the requirements for additional areas of certification for educators in
South Carolina. By removing extensive requirements for areas of certification, amendments to
this regulation give the State Board of Education (SBE), in consultation with the South Carolina
Department of Education (SCDE), authority to create, amend, or delete areas of initial
certification, add-on certification, specialized endorsements, and specialized alternative
certification, thus allowing the SBE to continue providing appropriately qualified educators for
public schools and to address needed changes in educator training and certification more readily.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: N/A
At-Risk Students (Regulation 43-274.1)
Districts have a variety of assessments available to diagnose students’ academic difficulties and
to select appropriate short-term and long-term interventions. This regulation addresses at-risk
students and was amended to remove references to specific statewide assessments [e.g., Palmetto
Assessment of State Standards (PASS), High School Assessment Program (HSAP)]. The use of
statewide assessments for accountability purposes remains in the regulation; however, specific
assessments will not be named.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes. However,
districts should review their policies for at-risk students and remove any references to specific
statewide assessments. A replacement statement could be “statewide assessments used for
accountability purposes and other state-funded (e.g., formative) assessments.”
Policy Reference: IHBC (Programs for At-Risk/Disadvantaged Students)
Career or Technology Centers/Comprehensive High Schools (Regulation 43-236)
This regulation governs school districts’ offerings in high schools and/or career and technology
centers and stipulates that at least two career clusters will be offered and that four units are
needed to complete a career major. This year, the regulation was amended to change the number
of units in an approved sequence of Career and Technical Education (CATE) coursework from
four to three in an effort to provide students more flexibility in personalizing their program of
study and created more opportunities for extended learning such as internships and
apprenticeships to better prepare for an industry recognized credential. Also, this change will
align South Carolina with the rest of the nation in terms of completing a career and technical
program of study.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy References: IG (Curriculum Development, Adoption, and Review), IHAQ (Career/
Transition to Work Education), and IKF (Graduation Requirements)
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Certification Requirements (Regulation 43-51)
The requirements for granting educator certification are governed by this regulation.
Amendments to the regulation clarified that both content and pedagogy examinations must be
presented for certification; modified the experience requirement necessary for an out-of-state
educator to qualify for a professional, as opposed to an initial, teaching certificate; included
provisions for issuing certificates for qualifying participants in all currently approved alternative
certification pathways; and revised language within the regulation.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: N/A
Credential Classification (Regulation 43-53)
This regulation governs teacher credential classifications and contains the qualifications for the
various types of teaching certificates (initial, professional, alternative route, international,
internship, limited professional, and certification permit) issued in the state. Amendments have
been made in several of these areas including additions under the alternative route certificate and
the deletion of temporary, transitional, and graded certificate types and special subject
certificates. References to specific accreditation organizations or offices that often change have
been removed.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: N/A
Defined Program, Grades Nine through 12 and Graduation Requirements (Regulation 43234)
This regulation establishes parameters for a relevant curriculum in grades nine through 12,
outlines graduation requirements for students, sets out the process for emergency closings and
make-up days, and encompasses other program and regulatory requirements. Areas amended this
year include changes to the Career and Technology Education (CATE) completer requirement
(see discussion under Career or Technology Centers/Comprehensive High Schools Regulation
43-236 in this section), the addition of language referencing the Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA), additions to the emergency closing section, an exception for virtual schools to the
CPR/AED requirement passed last year, and other statutory changes impacting high school
students.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA has many model policies incorporating information
from this regulation. Two models have been revised based on the amended language and should
be considered as a replacement for your existing policies. Model policy IC (School Year) was
amended to add language on waivers for make-up days for charter schools and home schooling
programs and a CPR/AED exception for virtual schools was added to model policy IHAM
(Health Education).
Policy References: IC (School Year), IGCA (Service Learning), IHCA (Summer School),
IHAM (Health Education), IHAQ (Career/Transition to Work Education), IKA
(Grading/Assessment System), IKF (Graduation Requirements), and JLD (School Counseling)
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Minimum Standards of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Enforcement Procedures to Be
Implemented by Local School Districts (Regulation 43-279)
This regulation was established as a uniform system of minimum disciplinary enforcement for
school districts and was amended to reflect changes recommended by the Safe Schools
Taskforce established by the South Carolina Department of Education in November 2015. The
amendments include changes to the levels of misconduct, acts of misconduct, disciplinary
enforcement procedures, and possible consequences and are designed to promote more consistent
discipline practices statewide by reducing the amount of subjectivity involved in discipline
decisions.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA has a model administrative rule addressing the
components of this regulation. This administrative rule has been updated to reflect the current
amendments to the regulation. The model should be reviewed as a replacement to your existing
administrative rule. If your previously adopted discipline policy is consistent with and contains
the elements included in this amended regulation, please retain as adopted. A local board, at its
discretion, may authorize more stringent standards and consequences than those contained in this
regulation.
Policy Reference: JICDA-R (Code of Conduct)
School Resource Officers (Regulation 43-210)
The absence of clear lines between school discipline and the role of law enforcement in schools,
as well as the need to improve the uniformity of the roles and expectations of school resource
officers utilized statewide, was the impetus for this new regulation. By establishing the definition
of the school resource officer not as a school employee but as a law enforcement officer assigned
to work in collaboration with schools, along with the expectations, roles, and procedures
associated with these individuals, this regulation should help schools and school resource
officers distinguish between school discipline and law enforcement as well as delineate their
roles in both areas.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA recommends that districts utilizing school resources
officers in their schools either adopt the model policy or develop a local policy based on this
regulation.
Policy Reference: KLGA (School Resource Officers)
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2017 Department of Education Regulations Status Table
Reg.
No. 43 -

Doc.
No.

Action

Effective
date

1.

51

4698

Certification Requirements

Amend

6/23/17

2.

53

4699

Credential Classification

Amend

6/23/17

3.

62

4701

Areas of Certification

Amend

6/23/17

4.

205

4695

Administrative and Professional Personnel
Qualifications, Duties, and Workloads

Amend

6/23/17

5.

210

4659

School Resource Officers

New

5/26/17

6.

234

4700

Defined Program, Grades 9-12 and
Graduation Requirements

Amend

5/26/17

7.

236

4697

Career or Technology Centers/
Comprehensive High Schools

Amend

5/26/17

8.

258.1

4696

Advanced Placement

Amend

5/26/17

9.

274.1

4656

At-Risk Students

Amend

5/26/17

10.

279

4657

Minimum Standards of Student Conduct and
Disciplinary Enforcement Procedures to be
Implemented by Local School Districts

Amend

5/26/17

Title

Source: South Carolina Department of Education, 2017
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Department of Health and Environmental Control Regulations
Effective date: Refer to status table on page 65
Summary: During the 2017 legislative session, a Department of Health and Environmental
Control (DHEC) regulation impacting school employees was amended. We have reviewed our
model policy manual and noted those policies that contained legal references to the changed
regulation. We have also made content changes in model policies and administrative rules, if
needed, based on comparisons of model language and regulation changes.
The information below includes a brief discussion of the regulation and action SCSBA
recommends based on this regulation. A table listing the regulation follows this section.
If a local policy or administrative rule appears to be in conflict with the regulation as amended,
districts should consider updating either one or both.
The DHEC has not yet updated its website with the new regulation and other related resources.
Once it is revised, to access the full text, visit the agency’s website at www.scdhec.gov. Click on
the Health tab and drop down and open the Tuberculosis link under Diseases and Conditions.
The document will be available to view or to print in its entirety.
The Evaluation of Staff of Schools and Child Care Centers for Tuberculosis (Regulation
61-22)
After extensive review and discussion of the financial impact of proposed changes in 2016 to this
regulation which directly affects school districts, a final version was approved this year. The
amended regulation now simplifies and clarifies the tuberculosis (TB) screening and evaluation
requirements for schools and day care centers and significantly reduces the financial and human
resource burden on these entities. Changes include the following:


The title of the regulation was changed to reflect the scope and purpose of the guidelines to
include not just employees of schools, but others who work in school environments.



Definitions were updated and clarified, particularly the definition of an “employee.”



Under guidelines for screening and evaluation, while TB testing is specified as a prerequisite
to employment and a condition for continued employment, schools were given greater
discretion to determine how far in advance of working with students the testing and
documentation must be accomplished, giving them greater flexibility while still ensuring that
all persons are evaluated before working in a school.



For disposition following evaluation, the requirement for annual screening of all employees
who continuously work in one of the settings during consecutive years (absent certain other
circumstances) was eliminated. Re-evaluation is required only if the employee leaves the
setting and, while the guidelines establish minimum requirements, schools are free to
implement stricter requirements to meet their individual needs.



The TB evaluation process was simplified for employees who transfer or those who work in
more than one location to provide discretion for schools in maintaining documentation
(individual locations or centralized locations, such as school district offices). Outside vendors
that provide staff to schools are responsible for maintaining proper documentation of their
employees.
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Finally, a statement was added to recommend, but not require, that employees annually
participate in public health education provided by the DHEC.

Under these guidelines, most school employees will need to be evaluated for TB only one time
and will not be required to be screened annually absent certain factors.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: GBGA (Staff Health)
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2017 Department of Health and Environmental Control
Regulations Status Table

1.

Reg.
No. 61 -

Doc.
No.

Title

Action

Effective
date

22

4704

The Evaluation of Staff of Schools and
Child Care Centers for Tuberculosis

Amend

5/9/17

Source: South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control, 2017
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Adult Students with Disabilities Educational Rights Consent Act
Publication Date: August 31, 2016
Last year, the General Assembly enacted legislation to provide an alternative means for adult
special education students, not determined to be incapacitated, to delegate their right to make
educational decisions to another adult.
Shortly thereafter, the South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) published a
memorandum informing school districts of the new law. The SCDE explained that the statute
provides the following options for adult students with disabilities:


At the age of majority (18 years old), the student makes educational decisions automatically.



Through an informal agreement, the student makes educational decisions with support and
assistance of an adult of his/her choice.



The student can delegate the right to make educational decisions to an agent using a
delegation form or power of attorney.



A representative is appointed to represent the educational interests of a student while he/she
is in school using a certification process that involves documentation from a medical
professional.



Educational rights, along with other rights, are assigned to a court-appointed guardian
through the Probate Court process.

School districts must be familiar with the law to assist students and parents/legal guardians in
understanding the options and their implications.
SCSBA distributed information regarding this statutory change last year, but did not make
significant changes to policy at that time. SCSBA has since revised the special education policy
to incorporate this information.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA recommends that districts review the changes and
revise their policies.
Policy Reference: IHBA (Special Education/Programs for Students with Disabilities)
Text: The text can be found here.
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Charging Policies for Unpaid Student Meals in School Cafeterias
Publication Date: February 8, 2017
The South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) emphasizes the importance of the National
School Lunch Program and its critical role in student success. In operating nutrition programs
and providing students access to nutritious meals, districts are responsible for making reasonable
business decisions that govern meal charges and the denial of meals to students.
In February, the SCDE notified districts of Policy Memorandum SP 46-2016 issued by the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) pursuant to the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act
of 2010. Policy Memorandum SP 46-2016 requires districts to establish a written and clearly
communicated student charging policy* by July 1, 2017. The policy should ensure that unpaid
student meal charges do not adversely affect cash flow and fund balances in child nutrition
programs and should clarify the use of alternative meals.
The SCDE explained that certain elements are required such as communicating the policy to all
stakeholders through websites, registration materials, student handbooks, or other means of
distributing information. However, elements such as flexibility regarding student age and grade,
limit notifications, outstanding balances, and other matters are left up to the district’s discretion
as long as they are properly communicated. The policy should reflect the local needs of the
district.
For more information and guidance, districts can contact the Office of Health and Nutrition.
*The SCDE use of the word “policy” is discretionary. The district can choose to implement a
formal, board-approved policy or to create an administrative rule or internal procedural
document as long as the “policy” is communicated to all stakeholders regularly.
Local District Action Required: In light of the discretion granted to districts in creating and
implementing the meal charge policy, SCSBA has drafted an administrative rule for districts to
consider when implementing these procedures.
Policy Reference: EF-R (Food Services)
Text: The text can be found here.
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Compensation of Student Teachers
Publication Date: November 16, 2016
The South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) issued a memo explaining that student
teachers may be compensated during their student teaching tenure. In 2012, the SCDE removed
the prohibition that student teachers could not be compensated from the educator preparation
guidelines. Districts can determine whether compensation will be paid as districts are responsible
for funding the compensation. Any recompense given does not eliminate the requirement that
student teachers be guided under the supervision of a cooperating teacher.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: LDA (Student Teaching and Internships)
Text: The text can be found here.
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District Website Requirements
Publication Date: July 12, 2017
The South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) has put together a resourceful document
of district website requirements for the 2017-2018 school year. The SCDE encourages districts to
use the website as a communication tool with local communities. However, districts should be
mindful of the regulations governing accessibility.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: N/A
Text: The text can be found here.
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Election Day and Make-Up Days
Publication Date: October 19, 2016
After receiving questions from districts regarding make-up days, the South Carolina Department
of Education (SCDE) clarified that schools cannot be open on Election Day. State law mandates
the closure of schools and prohibits the day from being a regular school day. The SCDE provides
options for districts, including lengthening the school day or make-up work programs and
proficiency demonstration for high school students on a case-by-case basis.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes. Note: See
page 48 for model policy IC (School Year).
Policy Reference: IC (School Year)
Text: The text can be found here.
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Employing Retired Individuals
Publication Date: May 1, 2017
The South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) published guidance on hiring retired
individuals for critical needs areas. The SCDE provides the statutory authority granting the
exceptions for school districts and the links to access the list of critical needs subject areas and
geographic areas.
South Carolina has placed a $10,000 cap on the amount a retiree can earn upon returning to
covered employment. However, the $10,000 earnings limitation does not apply to individuals
who retired before January 2, 2013, or individuals who retired after reaching the age of 62.
Districts may submit paperwork to exempt retirees falling under the $10,000 cap. Districts must
include documentation that no qualified, non-retired person is available for the position and that
the retiree selected for employment meets the requirements as set forth in the statute.
After approval is received from the SCDE, districts must notify the State Board of Education of
the hiring of a retired member as a teacher, and the SCDE must notify the state retirement system
of their exemption from the earnings limitation. If an employing district fails to notify the SCDE
of the hiring of a retired member as a teacher, the district will reimburse the system for all
benefits wrongly paid to the retired member.
Districts may not consider a member of the system for employment before May 31 of each year.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy References: GCQE (Retirement of Professional Staff) and GDQC (Retirement of Support
Staff)
Text: The text can be found here.
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Instructional Time and Early Release Days
Publication Date: October 31, 2016
The South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) issued a memorandum providing guidance
on the number of early release or half days that can be taken in a school year. State law
establishes that out of the 190-day instructional year, students must receive a minimum of 180
days of instruction. For this purpose, a day is defined as six hours of instruction (30 hours per
week), excluding lunch for secondary students and including lunch for primary students.
After discovering a disparity in how districts are interpreting the requirements in the statute and
receiving requests for clarification, the SCDE explained that under South Carolina law, there are
only two exceptions for shortening the length of the instructional day. The exceptions include
partial days due to snow, extreme weather conditions, or other disruptions, and three days each
school year reduced to not less than three hours for staff development, teacher conferences, or
the administration of end-of-course examinations.
Conversely, an instructional day can only be lengthened for make-up time after districts submit a
plan to the SCDE and obtain approval prior to implementation.
The SCDE further clarified that the only exception to the 180 days of instruction are those
waived by the local board or the State Board of Education after three days have been made up
due to snow, extreme weather conditions, or other disruptions.
Districts are required to report all closings and early dismissals to the Office of Federal and State
Accountability for approval. The SCDE indicated that failure to obtain approval for early
releases will result in accreditation deficiencies. Additionally, reducing instructional time for
purposes not covered by one of the exceptions mentioned above would place districts in jeopardy
of accreditation citations and monetary withholdings.
The State Board of Education issued policy CA (School Closings) on December 13, 2016,
effectively adopting the information provided in the SCDE memo. The policy can be found here.
The SCDE published further guidance on January 11, 2017, clarifying that districts may have
more than three partial days built into the calendar as long as the weeks of the additional partial
days contain the minimum instructional minutes of 1,800 (equivalent to six hours per day). Only
three partial days for professional development and educator collaboration are allowed that
reduce the minimal instructional minutes to 1,620 (equivalent to a reduction of three hours). The
text may be found here.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes. Note: See
page 48 for model policy IC (School Year).
Policy References: IC (School Year) and ID (School Day)
Text: The text can be found here.
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Mandatory Reporting of Child Abuse and Neglect
Publication Date: October 18, 2016
The South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) reminds districts of reporting
requirements under the South Carolina Children’s Code. According to the law, mandated
reporters in the district include school teachers, assistant principals, principals, counselors,
nurses, school attendance officers, and computer technicians. After receiving information that
raises the belief that a child has or will be abused or neglected, mandated reporters must call or
otherwise notify DSS or local law enforcement in the county in which the child resides or is
located at that time.
The SCDE emphasizes that state law does not make allowances for reporting possible abuse or
neglect to supervisors or other individuals in the district; a report directly to DSS or local law
enforcement is required. Any person listed above who has knowledge of possible abuse or
neglect and fails to report it to the proper authorities will be subject to a $500 fine and six
months imprisonment.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: JLF (Student Welfare)
Text: The text can be found here.
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McKinney-Vento Homeless Education
Publication Date: October 17, 2016
Because of Hurricane Matthew and the resulting disruption to families, the South Carolina
Department of Education (SCDE) reminds districts that the McKinney-Vento Homeless
Assistance Act (McKinney-Vento), as reauthorized under the Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA), ensures that homeless children and youth have equal access to the same free,
appropriate public education as provided to other children and youth.
McKinney-Vento requires each school district to identify an individual to serve as the district
liaison to work with displaced students. Each situation is different and should be handled on a
case-by-case basis.
Generally, students should be kept in the school of origin, to the extent feasible, and
transportation will be covered by the home district. However, students may enroll in the
attendance zone of a shelter or temporary housing. The temporary housing may be located in
another school district. District liaisons will work with parents/guardians to determine placement
in the best interest of the child.
Homeless students must be enrolled immediately upon request, and the school district may
dispute the enrollment using district procedures.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA has revised the model administrative rule and
included exhibits as required by the reauthorization of McKinney-Vento and recommends that
districts revise their information to incorporate these changes.
Policy Reference: JFABD-R (Admission of Homeless Students)
Text: The text can be found here.
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Read to Succeed
Publication Date: February 6, 2017
The South Carolina Read to Succeed Act was signed into law in 2014 and is a comprehensive
program aimed at increasing the reading proficiency of South Carolina’s K through 12 students.
The provision mandating the retention of third grade students not proficiently reading at grade
level and providing them with intensive summer reading camps will go into effect for the 20172018 school year.
The South Carolina Department of Education issued a memorandum providing guidance on the
good cause exemptions to the retention requirement for students with disabilities and provided a
decision tree to assist Individual Education Program teams with making determinations. The
decision tree can be found here.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA has revised two model policies and an administrative
rule regarding retention of students to incorporate the Read to Succeed mandates. SCSBA
recommends these be considered as a replacement for existing information.
Policy References: IHCA (Summer School), IKE (Promotion and Retention of Students), and
IKE-R (Promotion and Retention of Students)
Text: The text can be found here.
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Reporting the Termination/Separation of a Certified Educator
Publication Date: October 18, 2016
Again this past school year, the South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) reminds
districts of Regulation 43-58.1, which mandates that superintendents, on behalf of school boards,
submit names of all certified educators separated from the district. If the separation was due to
termination, districts must also report the reason for the termination and include all evidence
relating to the matter.
The SCDE emphasizes that the reporting requirement cannot be waived via negotiated
agreements between the district and the separated educator. The failure to provide the SCDE
with the required information may result in negative consequences in accreditation for the school
board and negative consequences in certification for the superintendent.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: GCQF-R (Discipline, Suspension, and Dismissal of Professional Staff)
Text: The text can be found here.
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School Stability of Children in Foster Care
Publication Date: May 4, 2017
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) mandates that districts provide educational stability for
students in foster care, as they must have equal access to the same free, appropriate public
education provided to other students. Efforts should be made to ensure that these students
experience limited disruption during their placement in foster care.
The South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) has collaborated with the South Carolina
Department of Social Services to train districts and local welfare agencies on compliance with
statutory mandates.
The SCDE issued a memorandum highlighting the critical requirements of the law:


Districts will designate a point of contact for foster care. Responsibilities include
coordinating with the local child welfare agency (CWA) to develop a process for
implementing ESSA provisions, leading the development of the best interest determination
meeting, facilitating the transfer of records and immediate enrollment and data sharing with
CWAs, and developing and coordinating local transportation procedures.



Districts must ensure that a student in foster care remains in his/her school of origin unless a
determination is made that remaining in the school is not in the student’s best interest. Once
contacted by the local CWA, the district point of contact or his/her designee is responsible
for leading the best interest determination meeting, within three school days if possible. The
meetings will be documented using the Best Interest Determination Placement Form
[JFABF-E(1)]. Note: Large districts may want to consider training school representatives at
the school level to serve as foster care points of contact.



When a best interest determination is made that it is not in the student’s best interest to
remain in the school of origin, the student will immediately be enrolled in the new school
using the Immediate Enrollment Form [JFABF-E(2)], which indicates the date of the best
interest determination meeting and the contact information for the district point of contact.
Best Interest Determination Placement and Immediate Enrollment Forms should be kept on
file for Title I monitoring purposes.



Districts, in collaboration with local CWAs, will develop and implement clear written
procedures governing how transportation to maintain students in foster care in their school of
origin when in their best interest will be provided, arranged, and funded for the duration of
their time in foster care. The procedures will ensure that students in foster care needing
transportation to the school of origin promptly receive transportation in a cost-effective
manner and ensure that, if there are additional costs incurred in providing transportation to
maintain students in foster care in their schools of origin, districts will provide transportation
to the school of origin under the following circumstances:
-

Local CWA agencies agree to reimburse districts for the cost of such transportation.

-

Districts agree to pay for the cost of such transportation.

-

Districts and local CWAs agree to share the cost of such transportation.
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Transportation procedures will be monitored for compliance following the Title I monitoring
schedule.



Districts and CWAs should make every effort to reach an agreement regarding appropriate
school placement and transportation costs. Districts and local CWAs should develop a
dispute resolution process at the local level to address disagreements over the best interest
determination. However, in the event of a transportation dispute, the South Carolina Joint
Foster Care Guidance document for the state level transportation dispute resolution process is
available as a reference.

The SCDE has provided guidance and training resources for districts which may be accessed
here.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA has developed a model policy and incorporated
required forms as exhibits to comply with the SCDE and statutory mandates. SCSBA
recommends that districts adopt the model policy and exhibits.
Policy Reference: JFABF (Students in Foster Care)
Text: The text can be found here.
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State Board of Education’s Waiver Process
Publication Date: May 24, 2017
The South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) emphasizes its support of innovation to
increase student achievement. It encourages districts to seek waivers when state statutes,
regulations, or policies seem to impede such innovation.
The waiver process includes the following provisions:


All waivers must be requested in writing, signed by the superintendent, and approved by the
school board. The waiver request must also reference the district’s strategic plan and any
applicable school’s renewal plan. Requests are to be made prior to implementing the
innovations or activities for which the waiver is written. “After the fact” waivers are
discouraged.



Generally, waiver requests are granted for the duration of the district’s strategic plan.



State Board of Education (SBE) meetings are held on the second Tuesday of most months.
Waiver requests must be submitted to the Office of State Accountability 60 days prior to the
SBE meeting date. This time allows for processing and gives SBE members time to review
the requests in advance.



At monthly board meetings, the SBE’s Policy and Legislative Committee reviews all waiver
requests and then places the waivers on the SBE’s full or consent agenda. District and/or
school representatives are welcome to attend these meetings to be heard on their waivers.



The SCDE can approve certain waivers previously approved by the SBE for other districts.

The SCDE provides the dates for all scheduled SBE meetings for the 2017-2018 term so that
districts will know when to submit waiver requests.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: N/A
Text: The text can be found here.
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Total Solar Eclipse
Publication Date: January 6, 2017
On August 21, 2017, a rare total solar eclipse will occur with South Carolina being the last state
in its path. The South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) encourages districts to use the
opportunity as a tool to engage student interest in earth science. Educational resources, safety
instructions, and other sources are available on the Office of Standards and Learning webpage.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: N/A
Text: The text can be found here. Additional SCDE resources for the eclipse can be found here.
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Uniform Grading Policy and Honors Framework Implementation Guide
Publication Date: April 21, 2017
Last year, the South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) announced the implementation
of the 10-point grading scale beginning with the 2016-2017 school year for all high school
credits, and the State Board of Education (SBE) unanimously voted to move from the sevenpoint scale to the new system. The changes were implemented through the SCDE’s Uniform
Grading Policy (UGP).
This year, the SCDE published additional revisions to the UGP that were approved by the State
Board of Education on April 11, 2017. The revisions will go into effect for the 2017-2018 school
year.
Changes to the UGP include a new framework for honors level courses, content and credit
recovery options, and proficiency-based credit.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA has revised and developed model policies in
accordance with these changes. SCSBA recommends that districts review the model policies and
adopt the revisions.
Policy References: IKA-R (Grading/Assessment Food Systems), IKADD (Content and Credit
Recovery), IKADD-R (Content and Credit Recovery), and JH-R (Student Absences and
Excuses)
Text: The text can be found here.
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District Wellness
Effective Date: August 29, 2016
The United States Department of Agriculture’s Division of Food and Nutrition Service (USDA)
issued a final rule on the requirements of local school wellness policies. The deadline for
revising district policy was June 30, 2017.
The final rule applies to school districts participating in the National School Lunch and School
Breakfast Programs (all districts) and directs them to comply with the requirements in the
Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010. The regulations are expected to create a school nutrition
environment that promotes students’ health, well-being, and ability to learn. Specifically, the rule
seeks to provide students access to nutritious meals, reduce childhood obesity, and strengthen the
child nutrition programs by mandating the following with regard to wellness policies:


Nutrition guidelines will be used for all foods offered to students for sale. The policy must
also include standards for other, non-sold foods and beverages made available on the school
campus during the school day.



In-school marketing of food and beverage items will meet competitive foods standards.



Formal assessment of policies will occur every three years and the results will be made
available to the public.



Records to be maintained include the wellness policy, documentation demonstrating
compliance of community involvement mandates, documentation of the assessment, and
documentation to demonstrate public notification.



Public involvement in policy development should include parents/legal guardians, students,
physical education teachers, school health professionals, the school board, school
administrators, and the general public.



Specific goals will be included regarding nutrition promotion and education, physical
activity, and other school-based activities that promote student wellness. Districts must
review and consider evidence-based strategies and techniques in developing these goals.



Public notification of the policy will be provided on an annual basis (i.e., district website).

The South Carolina Department of Education (SCDE) is mandated to conduct administrative
reviews of the wellness policy and required documentation every three years in conjunction with
other audits. Full compliance is expected during the 2017-2018 school year in which reviews
may occur.
SCSBA has worked with the SCDE and its Office of Health and Nutrition to develop a model
policy ensuring that all USDA requirements have been met for auditing purposes.
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Local District Action Required: The deadline to revise the wellness policy was June 30, 2017.
If districts have not already done so, SCSBA recommends immediate revision of district
wellness policies.
Policy Reference: ADF (District Wellness)
Text: The text can be found here.
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Significant Disproportionality
Effective Date: See summary
The United States Department of Education’s Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative
Services issued the final regulations on the significant disproportionality in the identification,
placement, and discipline of students with disabilities based on race or ethnicity.
The final regulations fall under Part B of the Individual with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)
directing states to identify districts with significant disproportionality in identifying, placing in
more restrictive settings, or disciplining children from any racial or ethnic group at markedly
higher rates than their peers. The regulations also mandate that districts where disproportionality
is found carefully review policies and practices to determine the root cause and whether changes
are necessary. The Department of Education’s goal is to promote equity to all students through
the following regulations:


A standard methodology was established for states to determine whether significant
disproportionality based on race and ethnicity is occurring in school districts.



States must address significant disproportionality in the incidence, duration, and type of
disciplinary actions, including suspensions and expulsions, using the same statutory remedies
required to address significant disproportionality in the identification and placement of
children with disabilities.



Districts will review and revise policies, practices, and procedures when significant
disproportionality is found.



Districts will identify and address the factors contributing to significant disproportionality as
part of comprehensive coordinated early intervening services and allow these services for
children from age 3 through grade 12, with and without disabilities.

The regulations took effect 30 days after the date of publication in the Federal Register.
However, compliance with the regulations is not mandatory until July 1, 2018. States are not
required to include children between the ages of three through five in the calculations until July
1, 2020.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes at this time.
Policy Reference: N/A
Text: The text can be found here.
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Federal Guidance
Over the past year, a number of federal agencies have issued guidance documents and agency
notices regarding public education. These documents are considered best practices and guides by
the issuing authority. The information below is a summary explaining some of those guidelines
including reference to their locations.
Department of Agriculture
Web-Based School Meals Application Prototype
The Department of Agriculture has developed and shared an electronic prototype application as a
model for states and school districts that is a fully compliant electronic application for school
meal benefits. The agency offers the design and code as a free, open source publication. The
resources included a web-based interactive demo, the open source code, questions and answers
guidance, and a guide to the application. The information can be found here.
Wellness Policy Communication Toolkit
The Department of Agriculture has provided a wellness policy outreach toolkit for districts to
share news about the district’s wellness policy. The kit included sample flyers, presentations,
newsletter articles, and social media posts. The toolkit can be found here.
Department of Education
2017 Executive Order: Statutory Prohibitions on Federal Control of Education
On April 26, 2017, the Trump Administration issued an executive order seeking to restore the
proper division between states and the federal government to ensure strict compliance with
federal law. The order set forth the policy of the executive branch to preserve state and local
control over curriculum, program of construction, administration, personnel, schools, and school
systems. The order also required the Secretary of Education to review all United States
Department of Education regulations and guidance related to the Department of Education
Organization Act (DEOA), the General Education Provisions Act (GEPA), and the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) as amended by the Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA). The Secretary of Education was ordered to rescind or revise all regulations and
guidance documents inconsistent with statutory provisions regarding state and local control no
later than 300 days after the date of the order. Guidance documents are defined as any written
statement issued by the DOE that sets forth a policy on a statutory, regulatory, or technical issue
or an interpretation of a statutory or regulatory issue including, but not limited to, Dear
Colleague letters, interpretive memoranda, policy statements, and memoranda. The order can be
found here.
Behavior Supports to Students with Disabilities
The Department of Education (DOE) issued a Dear Colleague Letter emphasizing the importance
of providing students with disabilities challenging academic content standards to prepare them
for college and careers. The Individuals with Disabilities Act (IDEA) mandates that students
receive a free appropriate public education (FAPE) tailored to the unique needs of the students.
For students with behavioral problems that impede learning, the DOE advised that behavioral
interventions and supports be included in the Individualized Education Program (IEP).
Statistically in past years, 10 percent of all children with disabilities between the ages of three
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and 21 were removed from school for 10 days or less with a higher percentage of black children
being removed. The DOE stated that schools, charter schools, and educational programs in
correctional facilities must provide FAPE services, including behavioral supports, in the least
restrictive environment. The agency provided clarification on the IDEA’s procedural
requirements regarding evaluations, eligibility determinations, IEPs, and behavioral supports; the
IDEA’s IEP content requirements related to behavioral supports; circumstances that may indicate
potential denials of FAPE or of placement in the least restrictive environment; implications for
short-term disciplinary removals and other exclusionary disciplinary measures; and additional
information for parents/legal guardians and stakeholders. The text of the guidance can be found
here.
Preschool Least Restrictive Environments
The Department of Education (DOE) reaffirmed its position that all young children with
disabilities should have access to inclusive high-quality early childhood programs. The DOE
explained that the least restrictive environment requirements in the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA) do not distinguish between school-aged and preschool-aged children. As
such, school districts are required to provide services and placements for preschool students
between the ages of three and five with the appropriate aids and supports. In the guidance, the
agency included key statutory and regulatory requirements, preschool placement options,
reporting mandates, and the proper use of IDEA funds for preschool children. The text can be
found here.
Protecting the Rights of Students with Disabilities Enrolled in Charter Schools
The Department of Education (DOE) issued a Dear Colleague Letter emphasizing the rights of
students with disabilities under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504) and
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). The guidance focused on students
enrolled in or seeking to enroll in public or traditional charter schools. Section 504 prohibits
entities that receive federal money from discriminating on the basis of disability and is applicable
to charter schools providing services to students with disabilities. The DOE clarified that any
guidance related to Section 504 applies to charter school students whether they or charter schools
are specifically mentioned. The agency provided more guidance on Section 504 as it relates to
charter school students in its Frequently Asked Questions document found here. The DOE also
provided information specifically relating to the IDEA and its protection of charter school
students with disabilities. The Frequently Asked Questions document relating to the IDEA can
be found here.
Race Discrimination in Special Education
The Department of Education (DOE) reminded districts of their obligation under Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VI) not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, or national
original when administrating special education services to students requiring such services and
not to discriminate by misidentifying students as needing services. Other federal laws also under
consideration when providing students with a free appropriate public education (FAPE) to which
they are entitled include Title II of the American with Disabilities Act of 1990 (Title II) and the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). The DOE explained that investigations
revealed over-identification of students of color having disabilities, under-identification of
students of color who do have disabilities, and unlawful delays in evaluating students of color for
disability and their need for special education services. The DOE stated that misidentification
and overt delays are a violation of students’ civil rights to an equal educational opportunity. It
provided guidance to assist in recognizing, redressing, and preventing racial discrimination so
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that students of all races and national origins are treated equally in the administration of timely
services. The text of the letter can be found here; the accompanying fact sheet can be found here.
Responsibilities of Volunteers to Preserve Student Privacy
The Department of Education (DOE) understands how important volunteer services are in school
districts. As such, the DOE has provided tools to assist school districts in training volunteers on
student privacy rights. A short video detailing the protections under the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) can be watched online here. The accompanying brochure that
can be distributed to volunteers can be printed here.
Restraint and Seclusion
The Department of Education (DOE) published guidance addressing the use of restraint and
seclusion on students with disabilities. Restraint of a student is defined as restricting the
student’s ability to move his/her torso, arms, legs, or head freely. Seclusion is defined as
confining a student alone in a room or area that he/she is not permitted to leave. Statistics
indicate that students with disabilities are restrained at higher rates than students without
disabilities, which raises the question of whether school districts are imposing restraint and
seclusion in discriminatory ways. Discrimination can occur if school districts are unnecessarily
treating students with disabilities differently than those without; implementing policies,
practices, procedures, or criteria that have the effect of discriminating against students on the
basis of disability or defeating or substantially impairing accomplishment of the objectives of the
school district’s program or activity with respect to students with disabilities; or denying the
right to a free appropriate public education (FAPE). The DOE stated that when investigating
allegations of discrimination, it would determine whether school districts have these types of
discriminatory practices or policies. The guidance included the DOE’s authority to protect
students with disabilities, the legal standard the DOE would use in an investigation, an
explanation of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and its application to restraint and
seclusion, and additional resources to assist school districts. The text can be found here.
Departments of Education, Health and Human Services, and Housing and Development
Families with Young Children Experiencing and At Risk of Homelessness
The Departments of Education, Health and Human Services, and Housing and Development
jointly issued a policy statement including recommendations for providing safe, stable, and
nurturing environments for pregnant women and families with young children who are
experiencing or are at risk of homelessness. The guidance focused on collaboration between
early childhood and housing providers at the local and state level. The agencies included
research, recommendations, and resources to assist in the implementation of best practices for
serving this vulnerable population. The document can be found here.
Departments of Education and Justice
Gender Equity in Career and Technical Education
The Departments of Education and Justice jointly issued guidance on ensuring that all students
have equal access to high quality secondary and postsecondary career and technical education
(CTE). The agencies explained that eliminating discriminatory practices and expanding
participation of students in fields where one gender is underrepresented will increase
participation and success in those fields. Examples of careers where one gender dominates
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include, but are not limited to, nursing, advanced manufacturing, information technology,
computer science, and cybersecurity. The agencies explained that high enrollment by one gender
does not necessarily signify discriminatory practices, but districts must conduct counseling
practices in a nondiscriminatory manner and review policies and processes to ensure students
receive guidance on CTE despite their gender. The text of the letter can be found here.
Transgender Students
The Departments of Education and Justice jointly issued a Dear Colleague Letter withdrawing
the statements of policy and guidance dated January 7, 2015, entitled “Letter to Emily Prince”
and May 13, 2016, entitled “Dear Colleague Letter on Transgender Students.” The agencies
explained that the prohibitions on sex discrimination set forth in those documents did not analyze
the express language in Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX) or undergo the
formal public process for federal rulemaking. They acknowledged the litigation that has arisen
over restrooms and locker rooms because of the interpretation of the term “sex” with regard to
Title IX. The agencies withdrew the guidance in order to further consider the legal issues
involved. However, they stated that students are not left without protections from discrimination,
bullying, and harassment, as they will continue to hear all claims of discrimination and explore
every appropriate opportunity to protect all students. The text of the Dear Colleague Letter can
be found here.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
National Origin Discrimination
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission updated its enforcement guidance on national
origin discrimination, defined as targeting an individual (or his/her ancestors) from a certain real
or perceived place or who has the real or perceived physical, cultural, or linguistic characteristic
of a particular national origin group. Applicants and employees are protected from employment
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, and national origin by Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII). In its guidance, the agency discussed Title VII’s prohibition on
national origin discrimination as applied to employment. In 2015, approximately 11 percent of
the 89,385 private sector charges filed alleged national origin discrimination with violations
including unlawful failure to hire, termination, language related issues, and harassment. The
agency seeks to assist employers by providing guidance related to defining discrimination;
employment decisions such as recruitment, hiring, and discipline; harassment; language issues;
citizenship matters; and best practices. The document can be found here.
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
Revised Form I-9
The agency released a revised version of the Form I-9 last year that is good through September
17, 2017. Beginning September 18, 2017, districts are required to use the most recent revised
form, which can be found here.
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Insufficient Grounds for Teacher Termination
On February 1, 2017, in Toney v. Lee County School District, the South Carolina Court of
Appeals held that the district failed to present substantial evidence to support its termination of a
veteran teacher pursuant to Section 59-25-430 of the South Carolina Teacher Employment and
Dismissal Act (TEDA) based upon allegations that the teacher exhibited a pattern of
unprofessional conduct and acted inconsistent with her principal’s and the district’s directives
during an investigation into a grievance filed against her by another employee. The court
reasoned that the teacher’s conduct failed to exhibit she was unfit to teach based on the TEDA
standard.
At the time the events of this case transpired, Laura Toney had been employed as a teacher in
Lee County School District for 23 years. Another teacher filed a grievance against her alleging
that she attacked his character when, during a departmental meeting held in late September 2013
with five other teachers, she referenced the death of his spouse. The grievant specifically alleged
that this comment revealed private details of his life, including his sexual orientation.
The principal advised Toney of the grievance and told her he would handle it when he returned
from a professional conference. A few days later, Toney claimed she found copies of several of
the grievant’s Facebook posts in her classroom which included negative comments about her,
possible evidence of sexually inappropriate comments made between the grievant and a high
school student in another district, and references to the grievant’s sexual orientation. Toney
attempted to discuss these posts with another administrator in her principal’s absence; however,
he requested she give him something in writing. She proceeded to give copies to the
administrator and left a copy with the superintendent who, upon reviewing the posts, requested a
meeting with Toney, her principal, and the administrator to whom she had given copies. During
the meeting, the district alleges Toney was uncooperative and failed to give direct answers to the
questions she was asked.
Toney was placed on leave on October 4, 2013, while the district investigated the grievant’s
allegations. She was forbidden to visit the district, use district equipment, or to contact “fellow
employees.” During her period of leave, Toney contacted a board member regarding her
concerns with the substitute placed in her classroom.
On December 18, 2013, the superintendent notified Toney that she intended to recommend
Toney’s termination based on her unacceptable behavior and lack of candor during the
investigation into the grievance and other instances of misconduct the superintendent’s
investigation had revealed, including becoming irate with a parent, failing to follow school
protocol, insubordination, and other unprofessional conduct. The board held a hearing over a
period of six meetings, and on July 29, 2014, the board voted to accept the superintendent’s
recommendation for termination of Toney’s employment, finding that she had engaged in a
pattern of unprofessional conduct evidenced by repeated resistance to following the directives of
supervisors and administrators. Toney appealed the board’s decision to the circuit court.
Under the TEDA, school districts are empowered to dismiss at any time a teacher who manifests
an evident unfitness for teaching. The statute includes a list of the types of conduct contemplated
as sufficient to support termination, including persistent neglect of duty, willful violation of rules
and regulations of the district, drunkenness, conviction of a violation of the law, gross
immorality, dishonesty, and the illegal use, sale, or possession of drugs.
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Reviewing Toney’s termination under the TEDA standard, the circuit court reversed the board’s
decision and ordered that Toney be reinstated with back pay and benefits holding that Toney’s
delivery of the Facebook posts to the superintendent in violation of the principal’s directive did
not reflect on her fitness to teach; her communication with a board member during her time on
administrative leave during the investigation did not provide support for her termination; and the
record did not contain sufficient evidence of unprofessional conduct that amounted to an evident
unfitness to teach.
The board appealed the circuit’s court ruling to the court of appeals claiming, first, the circuit
court applied an incorrect standard when reviewing the board’s termination decision. In
reviewing that claim, the court of appeals held that while the circuit court did use the phrase
“undeniably and abundantly present” in discussing the standard they were applying when
reviewing the evidence against Toney, it utilized the correct standard of “substantial evidence” to
make its decision.1
Additionally, the court of appeals analyzed the board’s other ground for appeal, specifically that
Toney’s delivery of the Facebook posts, her communication with a board member, and her
pattern of conduct constituted substantial evidence sufficient to support her termination. Looking
first to her delivery of the Facebook posts to the superintendent instead of waiting for her
principal to return, the court reasoned this behavior was not as egregious as the examples of
conduct showing unfitness to teach as listed in TEDA and did not affect her primary duties as a
teacher. Additionally, the court held the letter Toney received from the district regarding her
administrative leave did not expressly forbid contact with a board member; therefore, her contact
with a board member was not willful disregard of a directive and did not amount to
insubordination evidencing an unfitness to teach. Finally, the court looked to the alleged pattern
of Toney’s unprofessional conduct. Because the district renewed Toney’s contract each year
without conditions and because Toney’s principal testified he had never reprimanded her for
unprofessional conduct and had no reason to recommend her termination prior to her placement
on administrative leave in October 2013, no pattern was established.2
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: GCQF (Discipline, Suspension, and Dismissal of Professional Staff)
Text: The court decision can be found here.

The substantial evidence standard required that the evidence in support of Toney’s termination be convincing
enough that, viewing all of the facts of the case, reasonable minds could agree with the board’s decision.
1

Toney’s personnel file included documentation of only one incident of unprofessional conduct in 2006 related to
issues including insubordination, poor classroom management, and inappropriate use of instructional time. The court
thought it noteworthy that the district asserted a minimum of six additional incidences of misconduct occurring
between March 2012 and September 2013 in its defense, yet none of these were documented in Toney’s personnel
file or used as grounds for taking disciplinary action against her.
2
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Supreme Court Maintains Jurisdiction in Abbeville Case
On September 20, 2016, the Supreme Court of South Carolina issued an order in the matter of
Abbeville County School District v. The State of South Carolina (Abbeville II), stating that it
would continue to assert jurisdiction over the case as the General Assembly and the plaintiff
districts proceeded with their work towards a resolution to ensure all students are provided a
minimally adequate education and to repair the state’s education funding scheme.
This case was initially filed in November 1993; however, the Supreme Court remanded the case
back to the trial court in 1999 (Abbeville I), and the case was appealed again to the court in 2007
(Abbeville II). In November 2014, the court issued its opinion in Abbeville II and held that the
state had not met its obligation under the South Carolina Constitution to provide students the
opportunity to receive a minimally adequate education due, in part, to the state’s “fractured
funding formula.” The court mandated that the General Assembly and the plaintiff districts
examine their respective roles in the state’s failure to provide students this opportunity. Through
2015 and 2016, Senate and House task forces worked to explore an appropriate remedy in the
case, the plaintiff districts presented before the General Assembly on proposed remedies, and the
court requested reports on these efforts.
On June, 29, 2016, Speaker of the House Jay Lucas and President Pro Tempore of the Senate
Hugh Leatherman filed a joint report outlining the General Assembly’s efforts to comply with
the Supreme Court’s order in Abbeville II. They also filed a motion asking the court to end its
jurisdiction over the case because the General Assembly was poised to continue implementing
reforms with the input of the public, the plaintiff districts, and other stakeholders.
The plaintiff districts responded to this report by arguing that it was deficient on all counts
because the efforts described therein did not constitute a remedial plan or timeline to cure the
constitutional violation, the measures enacted did not comprehensively address the
recommendations of the task forces, and the fractured funding formula has not been corrected.
They requested that the Supreme Court retain jurisdiction over the case and that the court require
the General Assembly to submit an appropriately detailed update and outline of a comprehensive
educational reform plan and a precise timeline for implementation.
In this order, the court recognized that the General Assembly has made some effort to design an
appropriate remedy in response to Abbeville II, including the enactment of legislative initiatives
in the 2016-17 budget to help alleviate financial burdens in the plaintiff districts and the passage
of four of eight bills designed to address the educational quality issues identified in Abbeville II.
It did not agree with plaintiff school districts’ characterization of the General Assembly’s efforts
and stated that the General Assembly should be commended for the actions that it has taken to
address the deficiencies outlined in Abbeville II. The Supreme Court elected to maintain
jurisdiction over the case and required the submission of another round of reports, no later than
June 30, 2017, by the General Assembly and the plaintiff districts discussing additional efforts to
implement the recommendations and findings of the task forces.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: N/A
Text: The opinion can be retrieved by searching for the date of the opinion on the South
Carolina Supreme Court’s database here.
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Appropriately Ambitious: A New FAPE Standard
On March 22, 2017, the Supreme Court of the United States held in Endrew F. v. Douglas
County School District that the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals applied an incorrect standard in
determining that a special education student received a free appropriate public education (FAPE)
as required by the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). In that case, the district in
which the student was enrolled carried over the same basic goals and objectives from one
Individualized Educational Program (IEP) to another each year with minimal changes, resulting
in the attainment of an educational benefit that was merely more than de minimis (so
insignificant that a court may overlook it in deciding an issue or case). In rejecting the Tenth
Circuit’s holding, the Court held that the IDEA requires that special education students be
provided an educational program that is “appropriately ambitious in light of [each student’s
individual] circumstances.”
Endrew was a student with autism who had been provided special education services in Douglas
County, Colorado, from preschool through fourth grade; however, his parents were not satisfied
with the progress he was making, especially related to his behavior. When the district
recommended a fifth grade IEP substantially similar to those adopted in previous school years
that failed to address his parents’ concerns regarding his progress, they withdrew him from the
district and enrolled him in a private school specializing in autism. At the private school, the use
of a behavioral intervention plan and more strenuous academic goals allowed Endrew to achieve
documented successes. Endrew’s parents met with the district six months after his enrollment in
the private school to again discuss an IEP for Endrew. The district proposed a program that the
parents rejected in part because it still failed to include behavioral interventions.
Subsequently, Endrew’s parents filed a complaint with the Colorado Department of Education
and sought tuition reimbursement for his private school education. However, an administrative
law court and a federal district court held that Endrew’s IEP comported with the requirements of
the IDEA because it was properly designed and modified sufficiently each year to allow him to
achieve minimal progress. On appeal to the Tenth Circuit, a three-judge panel agreed, stating that
Endrew’s IEP was sufficient because it was designed to enable him to make progress that was
merely more than de minimis. Endrew’s parents appealed this decision to the United States
Supreme Court.
The IDEA requires that students with disabilities be provided a FAPE through the
implementation of an IEP, but the statute does not include a workably clear definition of FAPE.
Therefore, the standard has been developed in the courts. In a prior decision, Board of Education
of the Hendrick Hudson Central School District v. Rowley, the Supreme Court held a student
receives a FAPE when his/her IEP is “reasonably calculated to enable the [student] to receive
educational benefits.” Because the student in that case was high functioning and able to achieve
at least grade-level mastery of the material to which she was exposed, the Court did not elaborate
on the standard of educational benefit that must be provided to students unable to perform on
grade level.
Applying language from both the Rowley case and the IDEA, the Court, in an 8-0 decision, held
that the IDEA was designed to allow special education students to advance through the
curriculum and to ensure all students have “the chance to meet challenging objectives.”
Outlining a new general standard for the requisite educational benefits, the Court concluded that
students must be provided a program that is “appropriately ambitious in light of [each student’s
individual] circumstances.”
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The Court explicitly stated that it was not setting a bright line rule regarding the appropriate
FAPE standard. Instead, the Court outlined a general standard to allow school officials to offer
their expertise and judgment in the area of education and to apply the knowledge of all parties
regarding the individual needs of each student in the provision of FAPE. Cautioning courts
against substituting their own ideas on educational policy for the expertise of school officials, the
Court clarified that a review of an IEP should ask whether the program is reasonable and not
whether the reviewing court feels it is ideal.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: IHBA (Special Education)
Text: The court decision can be found here.
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Employee Service Dog Accommodations
In the case of Clark v. School District Five of Lexington and Richland Counties, the United
States District Court, District of South Carolina, Spartanburg Division, issued an order on
November 16, 2016, denying the district’s motion for summary judgment where questions of fact
remained as to whether the district failed to provide a reasonable accommodation to an employee
when it refused to allow her to bring a dog with her to work to assist with her mental health
issues in violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).1
The plaintiff, Deborah Clark, suffers from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and panic
disorder with agoraphobia, which began during Hurricane Hugo in 1989, when she was trapped
in her home. She began working in the district as a special education teacher during the 20082009 school year, and she utilized a pet therapy program in her classroom. In 2011, she adopted
a Chihuahua puppy, Pearl, as a therapy dog to use with her students and to be a service dog for
her PTSD and panic disorder.2 In 2013, the school began to prepare for a move to a new campus,
and Clark was informed she would no longer be permitted to bring Pearl to school.
Clark requested that the district provide her with an accommodation under the ADA because
Pearl was her service dog, and she submitted medical documentation to support her claim. The
district requested and received additional information about Clark’s disability on several
occasions, met with Clark, and ultimately decided that Pearl did not meet the definition of a
service dog under the ADA and instead was an emotional support dog. Further, even if Pearl was
a service dog, allowing her to attend school was not a reasonable accommodation because of
student allergies and fear of dogs. The district suggested other accommodations such as
removing herself from the environment if she felt a panic attack coming on or using a weighted
vest; however, Clark refused these accommodations.
The day before the new school year began, Clark had a panic attack at school. She continued to
request Pearl be allowed to attend school with her, and eventually filed a grievance regarding the
district’s refusal to permit this accommodation. However, the superintendent agreed Pearl was
not a reasonable accommodation, and the board declined to hear the grievance. Up until her
retirement at the end of the 2014-2015 school year, Clark continued to have panic attacks, almost
exclusively in large gatherings of people, such as during fire drills or mass meetings. She alleged
her panic attacks necessitated her retirement even though she planned on teaching another seven
years. She then filed suit alleging the district violated the ADA because it failed to make a
reasonable accommodation to address her disability and the district’s suggestions for
accommodations were insufficient.
In response to Clark’s allegations, the district argued Clark does not need Pearl for her essential
job functions but only to perform marginal functions, so her use is not reasonable. The district
also argued Clark’s refusal to try other accommodations interrupted the interactive process
towards coming up with a mutually agreeable accommodation.

1

She also brought state law claims for violations of public policy and breach of contract. The court granted
summary judgment in favor of the district on the public policy claim but denied summary judgment on the breach of
contract claim because of the remaining questions of facts on the ADA claim.
2

During the 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 school years, Clark brought Pearl to school with her. Pearl underwent
training to respond to Clark’s symptoms of anxiety and panic attacks by placing pressure on her chest or licking her
hand.
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The ADA provides protections for individuals with disabilities in a wide variety of contexts,
including within a public employment setting. When an employee needs an accommodation to
perform his/her essential job functions, the employer and employee are required to engage in an
interactive process to determine the limitations the employee’s disability places on their ability to
work and what accommodations, if any, are appropriate to address them. To bring a case for
failure to accommodate under the ADA, a plaintiff must show that he/she had a disability, that
his/her employer knew of the disability, that he/she could perform the essential functions of
his/her job if provided a reasonable accommodation, and that his/her employer refused to make
the accommodation.
Upon hearing the parties’ arguments for summary judgement, the federal magistrate made a
recommendation in favor of granting summary judgment for the district because it determined
the district did not have to provide any accommodations to Clark because she was able to
perform her essential job functions without them. However, the district court did not accept this
recommendation. First, the court held that there were additional questions of fact regarding
whether or not Clark could perform the essential functions of her job without accommodation
and whether Pearl was the only reasonable accommodation appropriate for Clark.3 The court also
held that questions of fact existed as to why the interactive process between the district and Clark
to determine a reasonable accommodation broke down. In light of these remaining questions, the
court denied summary judgment on Clark’s ADA claim.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy References: GCF (Professional Staff Hiring) and IMG (Service Animals)
Text: The court decision can be found here.

The court mentioned that the district’s “inconsistent reasons” for why Pearl was being excluded from the new
campus was an important factor in this decision.
3
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FAPE and the IDEA’s Exhaustion Requirement
In Fry v. Napoleon Community Schools, decided February 22, 2017, the Supreme Court of the
United States held that the parents of a child with cerebral palsy whose school refused to admit
her service dog did not have to exhaust the administrative procedures under the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) prior to filing a lawsuit because their complaint against the
district was based on disability discrimination and not on the failure of the district to provide
their daughter a free appropriate public education (FAPE). The Court reasoned that individuals
with disabilities should have full access to the rights and protections of other statutes when the
sole relief available under the IDEA, a FAPE, is not contemplated in their complaint.
The Frys, parents of a kindergarten-aged child with severe cerebral palsy, requested their
daughter be allowed to bring her service dog, a goldendoodle named Wonder, with her to school
to assist her in performing essential life activities she was unable to perform independently due
to her mobility issues.1 Because the Individualized Education Program (IEP) for their child
included a one-on-one aide for the duration of her time at school, the school refused her request,
reasoning that it would be redundant to have both the aide and Wonder assisting the child with
these activities.2
In response to the district’s refusal to allow Wonder to attend school with their daughter, the Frys
elected to homeschool her and filed a complaint with the Department of Education’s Office of
Civil Rights (OCR) alleging that she was a victim of disability discrimination. OCR agreed with
the Frys; therefore, the district reversed its position and informed the Frys that Wonder could
accompany the child to school. Despite this concession, alleging a fear of retaliation from the
administration, the Frys moved their daughter to another district and filed suit in federal court
alleging violations of Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act (Title II) and Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504).
The IDEA is the primary statute providing educational protections to students with disabilities.
The statute requires that entities receiving federal funds ensure that students receive
individualized special education and related services. It also provides for a comprehensive
system of administrative procedures that parents/legal guardians and schools can utilize if
disputes arise regarding the special education services that are requested or are being provided.
Until these administrative procedures are exhausted, the statute does not allow parties to seek
relief in the court system.
Compared to the IDEA, Title II and Section 504 are broader in scope and prohibit disabilitybased discrimination against any person by a public entity or by federally funded programs,
respectively. There are no administrative procedure exhaustion requirements under these statutes,
and they are applicable outside of an educational context.
Even though the Frys did not allege a violation of the IDEA in their complaint, the district court
held that because their alleged harms were “educational in nature” the suit could not proceed as
the Frys had not exhausted the administrative procedures available to them under the IDEA. The
Frys appealed their case to the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, which upheld the district
The Court cites examples of tasks with which Wonder would assist, including “retrieving dropped items, helping
[the child] balance when she uses her walker, opening and closing doors, turning on and off lights, helping her take
off her coat, and helping her transfer to and from the toilet.”
1

2

The school did allow the child to bring the dog in on a trial basis but, at the conclusion of the trial period, asked
that it not return.
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court’s determination that the Frys must exhaust their administrative remedies before petitioning
the court for intervention.
The Frys appealed the Sixth Circuit’s decision to the Supreme Court. In an 8-0 decision, the
Court held that because a denial of a FAPE was a prerequisite to an IDEA claim, not a claim
brought under the ADA or Section 504, plaintiffs should only be required to exhaust the IDEA’s
administrative procedures if they are alleging a denial of a FAPE. Claims that could stand alone
as general disability discrimination, regardless of whether a FAPE was being provided, could
forgo the IDEA’s exhaustion requirement.
The Court developed a two-part test to assist courts in determining if a complaint was
sufficiently related to a denial of a FAPE for which the IDEA’s administrative procedures should
be exhausted prior to filing suit. First, the court should ask whether the plaintiff could have
brought the same claims if the problematic conduct had occurred at another public facility and
not at a school. Then, courts should ask if an adult at the school could bring the same claim. If
the answer to both of those questions is yes, then it is likely the IDEA’s exhaustion requirement
is not triggered. Additionally, the Court noted that the history of the previous resolution attempts
should be part of a court’s determination. Plaintiff claims of a denial of a FAPE throughout the
resolution process prior to the suit being filed likely trigger the IDEA’s exhaustion requirement.
In its opinion, the Court made it clear that the substance of a complaint should be analyzed for
these factors and not solely the language included in the complaint.
In applying this analysis to the Frys’ case, the Supreme Court felt it had insufficient information
to determine definitively that the case did not have a FAPE component because there was
unclear information regarding the Frys’ claims earlier in their resolution process with the district.
Therefore, the Court vacated the district court’s judgment and remanded the case back to the
lower court with instructions that the record be further developed in this area.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy References: IHBA (Special Education) and IMG (Service Animals)
Text: The court decision can be found here.
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New FLSA Regulations Enjoined
On, November 22, 2016, the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Texas issued
a temporary injunction in favor of a coalition of 21 states1 and several private businesses halting
the enforcement of new regulations promulgated by the Department of Labor (DOL) that were
designed to increase the minimum salary level required to be exempt from overtime for
executive, administrative, and professional (EAP) employees.
The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) is the main federal law that provides information for
employees and employers about wages, labor conditions, and other standard employment
practices. The provision of overtime wages is one topic covered by the FLSA, and the statute
includes several situations in which an employee would be exempt from being paid overtime.
One such provision is Section 213(a)(1), which states “any employee employed in a bona fide
executive, administrative, or professional capacity . . . as such terms are defined and delimited
from time to time by [DOL] regulations are [exempt from overtime pay].”
Regulations promulgated under the FLSA include various tests and definitions that the DOL has
developed to assist employers in determining which employees should be exempted from
overtime. The Obama Administration initiated an update of these regulations in 2014. Following
a lengthy promulgation process, new regulations were released on May 18, 2016, with an
effective date of December 1, 2016. These new regulations raised the minimum salary level for
EAP workers to be exempt from overtime to $913/week, or $47,476/year. Further, they raised
the requirement to be classified as a highly compensated employee to 90 percent of earnings of
full-time workers nationally, approximately $134,000/year. They also include an automatic
increase mechanism that would readjust these wage limits every three years to ensure that
overtime pay increases in line with standard wages.
Following the release of these revised regulations, the plaintiffs filed suit against the DOL
arguing that the plain language of the FLSA does not permit application of a salary-basis
requirement to determine overtime eligibility for EAP employees, and instead, overtime
eligibility determinations should be based on job duties. They also argued that the automatic
increase mechanism violates the Administrative Procedures Act because the automatic feature
would prevent changes in the regulations from going through the appropriate notice-andcomment period required before regulations are promulgated.2 The plaintiffs requested that the
new regulations be placed on hold through the issuance of a temporary nationwide preliminary
injunction.
A court may issue a preliminary injunction if a plaintiff has a substantial likelihood of success in
pursing his/her claim, there is a substantial threat that the plaintiff will suffer irreparable harm if
the injunction is not granted, the plaintiff’s threatened injury outweighs any damage the
defendant might incur, and the injunction will not harm the public interest.

1

Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Michigan, Mississippi,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas, Utah, and Wisconsin are the plaintiff
states.
2

The plaintiffs also argued that the FLSA was unconstitutional under the Tenth Amendment insofar as it attempts to
usurp states’ independence to set salary requirements. The court recognized that the plaintiffs made an effective
argument but that it was required to reject it pursuant to current Supreme Court precedent.
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In reviewing the plaintiffs’ claims, the district court first determined that Congress intended the
EAP exemption to apply only to those employees performing work in executive, administrative,
or professional job duties; it did not intend for this exemption determination to have a salary
component. Because the revised regulations converted the EAP exemption determination into a
de facto salary-only test, the court reasoned the DOL exceeded its authority in promulgating its
regulations. The court further ruled that, because the regulations are likely invalid, the DOL did
not have the authority to implement the automatic update mechanism for salary-level
exemptions.
Looking to the remaining injunction factors, the district court held that the plaintiffs would face
irreparable harm if the injunction was not granted, including an increase in employment costs,
unrecoverable expenditure of public funds to comply with the new rules, and possible impacts on
government programs and services if cuts or position consolidation decisions had to be made to
meet budgetary demands. The court also decided the final two factors in favor of the plaintiffs.
First, it reasoned that, if the regulations were determined to be valid, the only possible negative
outcome of an injunction the defendants would experience would be a delay in implementation
of the regulations. It also determined that the public interest in continued access to government
services was high, and the injunction would protect this interest. As a result, the court issued the
injunction, which is currently still in place.
The parties in this case were instructed to submit their briefs by June 30, 2017, so that the case
could move forward; however, briefs have not been submitted. Additionally, on June 7, 2017, the
DOL announced that it would be issuing a “request for information” on the overtime regulations,
the first step in revising their content.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: GDBC (Support Staff Supplementary Pay/Overtime)
Text: The court decision can be found here.
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No First Amendment Right to Assign Grades
In Cash v. Garner, decided on November 16, 2016, the United States District Court for the
District of South Carolina, Spartanburg Division, held that teachers have no First Amendment
rights in the assignment of grades and no First Amendment violation occurred where the school
administration changed grades a teacher had assigned at the end of a course. The court reasoned
that the district that certifies that a student has completed the necessary curricular objectives to
obtain a diploma holds the right to assign grades.
During the spring of 2016, a high school drafting and design teacher at Swofford Career Center,
Michael Cash, observed two students cheating on a section of their final exam. As a
consequence, he assigned each student a grade of 50 on that section; however, the district offered
the students the opportunity to retake the exam. One student did not attempt the retake, and the
other scored a 25. Cash subsequently learned that someone in the district changed the students’
scores in the PowerSchool grading portal to a final course grade of an 85. He confronted his
supervisors and demanded the grades be changed back because he believed the district’s actions
constituted a criminal offense, namely falsification of a high school transcript.1 When the district
refused to change the grades, Cash resigned, and he filed suit alleging the district violated his
First Amendment right to assign students grades.2
Cash argued that his assignment of grades was a form of symbolic speech protected under the
First Amendment and that the district had improperly compelled his speech when they forced
him to accept grades different than the ones he wished to assign. While the concept of a First
Amendment right in the assignment of grades has never been addressed in the Fourth Circuit
Court of Appeals, a district court decision in Virginia declined to recognize a college professor’s
right to free speech when an administrator changed a grade he assigned.
Without further guidance from the Fourth Circuit, Cash based his argument on a Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals decision that held a college professor’s assignment of grades is entitled to some
measure of First Amendment protection. However, Cash failed to acknowledge that the reason a
First Amendment violation was found in that case was because the professor was forced to
personally change his student’s grades. The court explicitly stated in its opinion that had the
grades been changed by the college administration, there would have been no violation because
the professor’s speech would not have been compelled.3
The magistrate judge who heard Cash’s case determined that Cash did not have a cause of action
under the First Amendment. This court agreed, and held that the majority of courts that have
addressed the issue of a teacher’s free speech rights in the assignment of grades have not found a
constitutional right to exist because the assignment of a grade is subsumed under an educational
institution’s freedom to determine how a course is to be taught and whether or not to certify that

Under South Carolina law, it is a misdemeanor to falsify a student’s high school transcript (SC Code Ann. § 16-1315).
1

2

Cash also brought a claim for wrongful termination. The court declined to assert jurisdiction over this claim and
remanded it back to state court.
3

Cash also argued that his speech was suppressed because he was fired for speaking on a matter of public concern.
However, the court held that because Cash resigned, and the district did not prevent him from speaking out about
what happened, did not threaten to terminate him, and did not pressure him to resign, he did not suffer an adverse
employment action necessary for a legally sufficient claim.
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a student has completed the course successfully. The district court granted the district’s motion
to dismiss the case.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy References: IKA (Grading/Assessment Systems) and IKAD (Grading Adjustments)
Text: The court decision can be found here.
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Prayer Offered by Members of a Legislative Body
On September 19, 2016, in Lund v. Rowan County, N.C., the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals
held that the Rowan County Board of Commissioners’ practice of allowing a commissioner to
open each board meeting with prayer did not violate the First Amendment’s Establishment
Clause. The court reasoned that the board’s practice was consistent with historical legislative
prayer practices recently upheld by the Supreme Court in Town of Greece v. Galloway and did
not act to coerce members of the public to subscribe to a specific faith.
In Rowan County, the board holds public meetings twice per month during which the
commissioners, on a rotating basis, are permitted to offer a prayer at the beginning of the
meeting. Nancy Lund and two other residents of Rowan County filed suit against the board
arguing that the board’s practice constituted a violation of the Establishment Clause of the First
Amendment. During the more than five years of meeting recordings reviewed by the courts in
this case, 97 percent of the meetings began with commissioners delivering prayers explicitly
referencing Christianity and virtually all of them included references to Jesus, the Savior, or
other tenets of the Christian faith.
The Constitution’s Establishment Clause prohibits a public body from endorsing a particular
religion. In the context of legislative prayer, the Supreme Court in Town of Greece, held that
prayer offered by local clergy selected from a community directory at the beginning of each
town board meeting did not violate the Establishment Clause as the act was grounded in tradition
and the board’s purpose for the prayer was not to affect the observers of the board meeting but to
place the board members in a “contemplative state.”
While the facts of this case are very similar to Town of Greece, the plaintiffs argued that the
board’s prayer practice in Rowan County unconstitutionally affiliated it with one faith because
the commissioners themselves offered the prayer instead of community members unassociated
with the board. Specifically, the plaintiffs alleged the commissioners’ direct participation in
offering the invocation coerced members of the public to participate in the prayer as a condition
of attending board meetings and generally caused them and other non-Christian members of the
public to feel excluded. The district court agreed, granted the plaintiffs’ motion for summary
judgment, and barred the board from continuing the prayer practice, holding that it was
unconstitutionally coercive.
The board appealed the district court’s decision, and the court of appeals, relying on Town of
Greece’s focus on the importance of historical practice, held that legislators, like members of the
public, were permitted to offer prayer without violating the Establishment Clause. The court of
appeals reasoned that the Supreme Court’s failure to address the effect of legislators giving the
prayer before a legislative body did not signify that the practice was unconstitutional. Instead,
because traditionally, in both Congress and in state governments, legislators led prayer and the
practice withstood the test of time without falling to a constitutional challenge, the practice was
constitutional.
The court of appeals then analyzed the prayers themselves to ensure they met constitutional
muster. First, the court determined that the prayers were the personal creation of each
commissioner and that the board as a whole had no oversight over the prayers’ content. Because
the board’s practice was neutral and it was the private choice of each commissioner that
determined the content of the prayer, the court held the board was not promoting specific
religious beliefs.
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Looking to the content of the prayers, the court concluded that the commissioners made no
attempts to convert or belittle the audience members who held other religious beliefs. While the
plaintiffs cited several prayers commissioners had given over the years that included content
arguably in violation of this standard, the court reiterated Town of Greece’s holding that a
handful of isolated incidents would not invalidate the prayer practice as a whole. Additionally,
the court of appeals did not consider problematic the fact that the overwhelming majority of the
prayers were Christian because the Supreme Court did not include a requirement of diversity
where a legislative body was not actively selecting the individual giving the prayer.
Finally, the court of appeals held that the practice did not impermissibly coerce religious
participation because the individuals in the audience were not required to participate in the
prayer and had the option to remain seated, arrive late, leave the room during the prayer, or
otherwise decline to participate. The court cautioned that board prayer could be coercive if it
directed the public to participate, singled out those individuals that declined to participate, or
influenced the board’s decisions as to individuals who did not participate in the prayer. The court
also stated that the probability a prayer will be coercive is likely heightened if it includes a
prayer for others that do not serve on the board or involves the audience (e.g., through use of the
phrase “Let us pray” or asking members of the public to stand). However, the court stated that
portions of a prayer that are part of a tradition and are reflexive, as opposed to an attempt to
require inclusion from the public, do not rise to a constitutional violation.
One judge on the three judge panel disagreed with the majority opinion. In his dissent, he
explains his belief that the facts of this case, specifically the role of the speakers as elected
officials, the level of audience involvement, the prayers’ content, and the local government
setting, “pushed every envelope” and resulted in a violation of the Establishment Clause.
Interestingly, he suggests that the board possibly could have prevented this constitutional
violation by verbalizing its commitment to religious freedom and inclusion, for example by
reading a message of religious welcome1 prior to the prayer at each meeting.
It is noteworthy that the court of appeals opinion explicitly stated that it did not believe that the
Supreme Court’s previous cases on coercion regarding limiting school-sponsored prayer due to
its coercive effect on school children were relevant to this case because attendees of board
meetings were almost solely adults.2 Therefore, while this case does indicate continued judicial
support of prayer in legislative settings, there is no binding precedent indicating how a court
would handle legislative prayer of a similar nature at school board meetings where students are
commonly present to speak on district issues, receive awards, attend disciplinary hearings, and
other equally important matters.
Finally, as a reminder, no content restrictions may be placed on the prayers offered by board
members. However, boards should be aware that multiple incidents of unconstitutional prayer
offered by even one board member on a repeated basis could open the full board to liability.
1

Judge Wilkinson included a suggested message of religious welcome in his dissent:
Welcome to the meeting of the Rowan County Board of Commissioners. As many of you are aware, we
customarily begin these meetings with an invocation. Those who deliver the invocation may make
reference to their own religious faith as you might refer to yours when offering a prayer. We wish to
emphasize, however, that members of all religious faiths are welcome not only in these meetings, but in our
community as well. The participation of all our citizens in the process of self-government will help our fine
county best serve the good of the people who live here.

2

The Supreme Court has held clergy-led prayer at graduation ceremonies and student-led, student-initiated prayer at
student football games unconstitutionally coercive.
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Local District Action Required: SCSBA recommends that school boards who choose to
include an invocation period in their meetings ensure that each board member has read the
decision in this case and understands that the law in this area is not settled.
Policy Reference: BEDB (Agenda)
Text: The court decision can be found here.
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Reemployment of Veteran Pursuant to USERRA
In Butts v. Prince William County School Board, decided on December 21, 2016, the Fourth
Circuit Court of Appeals held that a school board complied with the reemployment provisions of
the Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA) when it had no
knowledge of a teacher’s military service-related mental health issues and placed her in an
appropriate position following her deployment.
Dianne Butts worked as a fifth grade teacher in Prince William County, Virginia, for eight years
before she was deployed to Kuwait. In 2008, when she returned, she was rehired as a fifth grade
teacher. The week following her return, it became apparent that she was struggling with
performing her job duties,1 and based on her deficient performance, she was not offered a
contract to return the following school year. Butts then requested to be reemployed pursuant to
the USERRA, and the district offered her a one-year contract for the 2008-2009 school year. Her
performance issues continued, and the district moved her to another school for the 2009-2010
school year to teach fourth grade. She was placed on an improvement plan, but she still struggled
into the 2010-2011 school year.
In October 2010, Butts requested sick leave based on her mental health issues and was placed on
paid leave until May 2011, when she transitioned to leave under the Family Medical Leave Act
(FMLA). On June 15, 2011, she was terminated for performance issues and failure to comply
with improvement plans. She subsequently sought benefits from the Department of Veterans
Affairs and the Social Security Administration and was determined to be disabled and unable to
work in any occupation since October 28, 2010. She filed suit alleging a violation of USERRA,
alleging she was reemployed in a position for which she was not qualified and that this
employment exacerbated her condition and caused it to develop into full-blown post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD).
The USERRA is designed to protect veterans and their families by ensuring that persons who
have served in the military will not be subject to discrimination because of their service “at the
initial stages of employment, reemployment, [and] retention in employment” or in regards to
decisions related to “any promotion, or any benefit of employment.” If a veteran meets criteria
detailed in the statute, he/she must be reemployed when they return from their deployment in the
same position or the position he/she would have reached had they not been deployed.
The district court granted summary judgment to the board and held that because the board had
paid Butts all wages she was due and reemployed her at a proper salary in a proper position, her
reemployment claim was moot. On appeal, the court held that the board was in compliance with
USERRA because it placed Butts in a proper position based on her qualifications and, at that
time, had no knowledge of her PTSD. She did not share her need for an alternative position at the
time she was reemployed, and the board was only required to make reasonable efforts to
accommodate her service-related disability at the point of reemployment. The board did not learn
about Butts’ disability until two years after her reemployment.
Additionally, the court of appeals looked favorably upon the board’s efforts to assist Butts in
becoming qualified for her position, specifically the action plans the board implemented to
address her deficiencies in performance and that the board provided her with several years of
employment during which to improve. As to Butts’ claim that reemployment exacerbated her

1

Butts took leave without following district policy, spoke harshly to students, refused to teach in accordance with
district curriculum and established practices, and undermined her supervisors.
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condition, the court held she presented insufficient evidence to show her job caused her PTSD to
progress.
Finally, the court of appeals held that even if Butts were to have a claim under USERRA, there
was no remedy available to her because she is disabled and unable to be reemployed by the
district, and the board had already paid her all wages and benefits she was due.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: GCC (Professional Staff Leaves and Absences)
Text: The court decision can be found here.
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Religious School Eligible for State Funding
In Trinity Lutheran Church of Columbia, Inc. v. Comer, decided June 26, 2017, the Supreme
Court of the United States held that the Missouri Department of Natural Resource’s (DNR)
denial of grant funding to a church-affiliated preschool center for playground resurfacing solely
based on its status as a religious organization violated the First Amendment’s Free Exercise
Clause. The Court reasoned that it was constitutionally impermissible for a church to be put to
the choice of maintaining its religious status or accessing a public benefit to which it was
otherwise qualified.
Trinity Lutheran Church operates a preschool and daycare program on its property. Enrollment
in the school is not limited to Lutherans; however, two of its self-professed missions are to
encourage the spiritual growth of students and to teach a Christian world view. In 2012, the
school applied for a DNR grant, funded by state revenue from a fee imposed on the sale of new
tires, to pay for resurfacing of the school’s playground with recycled tire rubber. Upon
competitive review, the school’s application was ranked fifth out of 44 total applications, but it
was denied the grant based on the Missouri Constitution’s prohibition against state funding being
provided directly or indirectly to a church.1 The church filed suit against DNR and its director,
but it did not have success in district court or before the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals, both of
which believed the denial was permissible separation of church and state.
In the late 1800s, Congress attempted to pass a Constitutional amendment prohibiting the use of
public funds for religious schools. The so-called Blaine Amendment, named after Speaker of the
House James Blaine who proposed it in Congress, narrowly failed at the national level; however,
38 states added a version of it to their state constitutions. Missouri’s Blaine Amendment
explicitly prohibits public funds from being used “directly, or indirectly, in aid of any church,
sect, or denomination of religion.”
On appeal to the Supreme Court, DNR argued that the Court should apply the case of Locke v.
Davey. In Locke, the Supreme Court determined that it was permissible to deny a student state
scholarship funding if he/she planned to use the funding to obtain a degree in devotional
theology. The Court reasoned that the state had a substantial interest in maintaining a separation
between church and state by denying funding to support an individual’s “religious calling.”
However, the Court distinguished the Locke case from the current case, concluding that the
denial of the student scholarship in Locke was a decision based on what the plaintiff was
planning to do with the state funding (use it for an overtly religious purpose) while the denial of
the grant in this case was based on the plaintiff’s status as a religious institution (what the
institution is). Reasoning that the church would be required to abandon its religious nature to
obtain the benefit offered through the grant program, the Court reversed and remanded the case.
Notably, the justices have different visions regarding the extent of the case’s holding. Chief
Justice Roberts, who drafted the opinion for the Court, attempted to limit the decision to the
context of “playground resurfacing,”2 and Justice Breyer concurred, with the qualification that
1

Fourteen of the 44 applicants received funding through the grant program; therefore, had the church not been
categorically disqualified, it would have received funding for the project.
2

Justice Roberts made this attempt in a single, controversial footnote. Footnote 3 states:
This case involves express discrimination based on religious identity with respect to playground
resurfacing. We do not address religious uses of funding or other forms of discrimination.
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the nature of the benefit being withheld, student health and safety, necessarily determined the
result of the case. Justices Gorsuch and Thomas concurred with the result of the case but
expressed their belief that this sort of discrimination should not be permitted in any context,
including those outside of school funding issues. Finally, Justices Sotomayor and Ginsberg
dissented with the full result of the case, cautioning that it was a great departure from precedent,
put in jeopardy the long standing wall between church and state, and would likely open the
floodgates to additional litigation by religious institutions seeking state funding for any number
of things.
The Court’s holding in this case is viewed by proponents of religious-based school choice
programs as a victory because it arguably indicates that state funding should be available for all
public benefit programs, including those related to school funding, and potentially invalidates all
states’ Blaine Amendments.1 Because of the controversial nature of the topic, and the nuances of
the opinion, concurrences, and dissent, additional litigation seeking to clarify the Court’s holding
is expected in the near future.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: N/A
Text: The court decision can be found here.

1

South Carolina’s Blaine Amendment, Article XI, Section 4, provides:
No money shall be paid from public funds nor shall the credit of the State or any of its political
subdivisions be used for the direct benefit of any religious or other private educational institution.

The original version of this amendment was narrowed when it was revised in 1972 to remove a prohibition against
the indirect funding of religious schools similar to the one still present in Missouri’s Constitution.
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Transgender Guidance Withdrawn
On March 3, 2017, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals granted a motion for the voluntary
dismissal of Texas v. United States, a case filed by 11 states1 which argued the Obama
Administration was incorrectly and impermissibly interpreting antidiscrimination statutes to
allow transgender individuals to access restrooms corresponding with their gender identities as
opposed to their biological sex. Prompted by the Trump Administration’s withdrawal of federal
guidance,2 including the disputed interpretations, the plaintiff states no longer needed the courts
to weigh in on the issue.
In early 2016, the federal government placed a renewed focus on the rights of transgender
individuals. The Departments of Education and Justice released guidance stating that schools
requiring transgender individuals to use the restroom corresponding with the biological sex listed
on their birth certificate would be subject to their federal funds being withheld. Alleging that the
guidance had not gone through the proper democratic channels, the states jointly filed suit in the
Northern District Court of Texas, Wichita Falls Division, against various federal agencies.
In their pleading, plaintiff states asked the court to issue a preliminary injunction suspending the
disputed “rules, regulations, guidance, and interpretations.” The court granted this injunction on
August 21, 2016, and the order suspended the implementation of the federal guidance in schools
to the extent the guidance purported that the definition of “sex” includes gender identity. Further,
it curbed investigations into alleged violations of federal laws applied in accordance with this
disputed definition and prevented use of the guidance for purposes of any litigation nationwide.
A second order was issued on October 18, 2016, in which the court clarified that the injunction
was limited to the issue of restroom access and requested that the parties submit further
pleadings on additional issues that had arisen in the context of the litigation.
Following the issuance of the clarification order, on October 20, 2016, the United States filed an
appeal of the injunction to the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. Before a decision was reached, on
February 22, 2017, the Trump Administration withdrew the guidance, explaining that it included
minimal and questionable legal analysis and had not undergone the proper rulemaking
procedure, which would have subjected the guidance to a period of public comment.3
Additionally, the withdrawal letter indicated that states and local school districts should have
discretion in establishing educational policy on this issue.
Local District Action Required: SCSBA does not recommend any policy changes.
Policy Reference: JBAB (Student Gender and Orientation)
Text: The preliminary injunction order issued August 21, 2016, can be found here. The
Department of Education Office of Civil Rights enforcement memorandum can be found here.
1

Plaintiff states included Texas, Alabama, Wisconsin, West Virginia, Tennessee, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Utah,
Georgia, Mississippi, and Kentucky.
2

The specific guidance withdrawn included a May 13, 2016, Dear Colleague Letter jointly issued by the
Departments of Education and Justice regarding Office of Civil Rights enforcement of Title IX and a January 7,
2015, letter to Emily T. Prince regarding transgender student access to school restrooms.
3

The most widely known transgender student restroom access case, Gloucester County School Board v. GG, was
pending in the United States Supreme Court at the time the guidance was withdrawn. On March 6, 2017, the
Supreme Court remanded the case back to the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals for reconsideration in light of this
withdrawal.
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